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Technology in the twenty-first century is rapidly growing up. All the things and devices surrounding us are getting connected with the network. Eventually, all of these things and devices are becoming more intelligent than previous. Importantly, all of these precise and continuous developments are driving us into a new smart computing world. Significantly, to build a more intelligent, smarter and agile computing platform, lots of new computing architectures are emerging. Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) is among one of them, which emerges to ensure the commitment for bringing the higher computing facilities near to the edge of the network and also help the large-scale computing system to be more intelligent. As the F2C is in its infantile state, so there are lots of issues that remain to be addressed. The biggest challenge for this computing paradigm is to build a proper and efficient resource management mechanism. Mainly, to address this challenge, in this work, we have given our sole interest for designing the initial architectural framework to build a proper, adaptive and efficient resource management mechanism in F2C.  

F2C has been proposed as a combined, coordinated and hierarchical computing platform. A vast number of heterogeneous devices are participating in any F2C-enabled system. Efficient utilization of those devices is always a key concern. However, their versatility creates a massive challenge for effectively handling them. Even following any large-scale smart computing system, it can easily recognize that the system can offer various kind of services among its consumers. Notably, all of the services are served for different purposes. Significantly, for efficiently provide the services, it is essential to perform some tasks. Typically, each task has different requirements, which have to be satisfied. Therefore, it is necessary to know the characteristics of participating devices and system offered services before building the effective and resource management mechanism in F2C-enabled system. However, considering these facts, initially, we have given our intense focus for identifying and defining the taxonomic model for all the participating devices and system involved services-tasks.  

In any F2C-enabled system consists of a large number of small Internet-of-Things (IoTs). They are involved in generating a continuous and colossal amount of sensing-data by capturing various environmental events. Notably, this sensing-data is one of the key ingredients for various smart services (e.g., traffic monitoring, fire-emergency service, air pollution monitoring, etc.) which have been offered by the F2C-enabled system. Besides that, resource statistical information is also playing a crucial role, for efficiently providing the services among the system consumers. Typically, continuous monitoring of participating devices can generate a massive amount of resource statistical information in the F2C-enabled system. Eventually, with the help of this information, it becomes much easier to know the device’s availability and suitability for executing some tasks to offer some services. Therefore, ensuring better service facilities for any latency-sensitive services (e.g., e-health monitoring, traffic monitoring, etc.), it is essential to securely distribute the sensing-data and resource statistical information over the network. Hence, considering these matters, in this work, we also proposed and designed a secure and distributed database framework for effectively and securely distribute the data over the network.
Interestingly, to build an advanced and smarter system is necessarily required an effective mechanism for the utilization of system resources. Notably, effective utilization of system resources not only ensures to reduce the unnecessary resource consumption, but it also improves the overall system performance. Typically, the utilization and resource handling process mainly depends on the resource selection and allocation mechanism. Importantly, on-demand resource selection and allocation is a pretty tough job for any large-scale distributed system. Significantly, the prediction of resources (e.g., RAM, CPU, Disk, etc.) usage and performance (i.e., in terms of task execution time) can help to identify their suitability for executing some tasks. Therefore, adopting the machine learning (ML) techniques can be much more useful for designing an advanced and sophisticated resource allocation mechanism in the F2C-enabled system. However, adopting and performing the ML techniques in F2C-enabled system can be a challenging task. Especially, the overall diversification and many other issues can pose a massive challenge for successfully performing the ML techniques in any F2C-enabled system. By identifying those issues and following the architecture of F2C-enabled smart system, in this work, finally, we have proposed and designed two different possible architectural schemas for performing the ML techniques in the F2C-enabled system. So that, we can achieve an adaptive, advance and sophisticated resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system. However, our proposals are the initial footmarks for designing the overall architectural framework for resource management mechanism in F2C-enabled system. Hence, in our proposals, we have opened various issues; in future which can be helpful for the willing researchers to continue the investigation over the various open challenges.
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Chapter 1: Overview

The introductory chapter gives an insight into the topic of the research area. The chapter begins with the preamble to the research topic with further strengthen on the aims of the research project. Eventually, it describes the overall structure of the dissertation of the research.

1.1 Introduction

In modern days Information and communications technologies (ICTs) are facing fast and rapid development. Importantly, modern networking technologies are becoming more ubiquitous and efficient. As a result, it helps to rise-up the new and more sophisticated computing paradigms for ensuring to deliver high-performance computational services within a quicker time. Realizing this fact, in 2016 a famous computer scientist Hanna Wallach said in an article that, "We are on the cusp of a new era in computational social science". In that paper, he has clearly articulated how the ongoing development and integration of computation and communication technologies driving our society towards a new intelligent world.

![Figure 1.1: Five key stages of intelligent activity: The five A's of Smart Computing (SC)](image)

Significantly, all these certain developments changing the view of traditional computational mechanism rapidly. Since the internet technology has developed and it integrated with computation technology; the traditional computation becomes more ubiquitous and gaining more power. Also, with the help of the advancement of communication and networking technologies, the concept of distributed computing is getting more widespread than previously. Therefore, the conventional computation mechanism is evolving and emerging a new computing paradigm, known as Smart Computing (SC). By understanding this bloomingness of smart computing concept, in 2009, A.H. Bartels and his fellow researchers tried to consolidate the smart computing concept by making the generalized definition. According to them, smart computing adds the capabilities of real-time situational awareness and automated analysis to the existing technologies. They said that smart computation is a unified computation mechanism, where "A new generation of integrated hardware, software, and network technologies that provide IT systems with real-time awareness of the real world and advanced analytics to help people make more intelligent decisions about alterna-
However, in that article, they clearly mentioned that smart computing concept is not a new computing methodology; it is an evolutionary extension of past generations of computing. Basically, by combing the five critical stages of intellectual activity (as shown in Fig. 1.1), the existing past technologies are getting smarter and intelligent and becoming the SC paradigm. Recent days, we are already surrounded by several smart notions, such as smart cities, smart industry, smart farms, all in all, building the main concept of SC paradigm, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Some of them (e.g., Smart City) is getting popular and buzzing up all over the world. Most importantly, lots of research and developing activities are going on to develop these concepts and make them smarter than previous. The main motivation behind the ongoing development is to ensure a better quality of lives [3].

The rise of Internet of Things (IoT) technology has significantly fueled the development of ubiquitous computing and turned the traditional computing platform into intelligent computing paradigm. It is helping the existing system to be smarter, self-adaptive and knowledgeable. In meanwhile, connecting the surrounding devices with the internet and deploying several sensors and actuators in the environment, started the massive amount of data flow over the network, and it poses a big challenge for the existing system for managing those massive amounts of data. On the other hand, one of the primary demands for any smart computing platform is to ensure better service facilities in quick response time. For that reason, it is essential to process those data, near to the end-users [4]. Also the ability of context-awareness [5], [6] is one of the key aspects for any intelligent system. Therefore, the integration of various existing computing concept (i.e., Distributed computing, Centralized computing) is a natural demand for any SC paradigm [7], [8]. Thus, defining an efficient SC platform essentially means appropriately integrating various kind of existing technologies, where some of such technologies (e.g., Cloud computing (CC)) provide the best facilities to store and process a massive amount of continuously capturing data. Some other (e.g., IoT and Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)) provide the best facilities for producing and capturing those data from various kind of sources of the real world. Furthermore, new technologies (e.g., Fog computing (FC) and Edge computing (EC)) provide the most appropriate facilities to process those data near to the end-users or edge devices, speeding up performance as well as reducing network traffic through the system. Considering and combining all these facilities provided by the various existing technologies helps in to create better and more efficient and intelligent system [9].

For bringing more intelligence into the existing smart systems, a new integrated computing paradigm has been conceptualized and proposed by Masip-Bruin et al. [10]. By combining all the concepts of cloud, fog and edge computing, and IoT, the authors proposed a new combined and hierarchical computing platform which is known
as Fog-to-Cloud (F2C). According to the authors, F2C is an emerging and developing concept, which is rising to help any smart system to be more intelligent. As the F2C is in its infantile state, therefore still lots of development works are essential for solving many remaining challenges. The main motivation of the F2C paradigm is to provide exceptional service facilities and bring more intelligence to any smart system. That means, the F2C must ensure better system resources utilization for providing the services, by enhancing the Quality of Service (QoS). Thus, it is an essential demand to have a proper and effective resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm. Since the F2C is in the developing stage, so we realized that some extra efforts are necessary to build an effective and proper resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm, and that is the core foundation of this research work. In this thesis, by addressing various existing issues, we propose an adaptive learning-based resource management mechanism in F2C computing paradigm for effectively managing any smart system resources and helps the existing smart system to be more intelligent.

1.2 Problem statement

The F2C is emerging to ensure exceptional service facilities and bringing more smartness to any SC paradigm. For keeping these promises, a proper, efficient and effective resource utilization mechanism has to be designed and developed in F2C. Since the F2C still is in the early stage, the most significant problem is to utilize the system resources effectively and efficiently manage them. Importantly, the effective and efficient utilization of system resources can be attained in many dimensions (i.e., reduction of unnecessary resource consumption, improvement of QoS factors, enhancing the security and privacy functionalities, cost reduction, performance improvement, etc.) [5], [7], [8], [11]–[17]. Typically, in the F2C-enabled system, defining the efficient resource management mechanism is a complicated job, which has many open issues. For instances, the growth of the smart city is massive, and interestingly a vast amount of various connected devices are working there. Since the popularity and growth of the smart city are increasing, significantly, the number of connected devices is also increasing. A critical analysis made by the famous technological company Ericsson that, they are predicting by 2022 there would be more than twenty-nine (29) billion active connected devices (i.e., depicted in Fig. 1.3) working in the surroundings, of which around 18 billion would be related to various IoT devices [18]. Thus, it can be easily realizable that the diversification of the massive amount of connected devices is going to pose a major challenge for designing a proper strategy to utilize and manage them effectively. Also, these IoTs (i.e., sensory devices) are going to play a crucial role in the modern smart city. They are mainly responsible for continuous capturing various environmental events and generating data. IoTs are one of the primary sources for producing a massive amount of data flow through over the network in the system.

![Figure 1.3: Forecasting the number of active connected devices by 2022 - provided by Ericsson INC.](image)

Most importantly, data is one of the necessary ingredients for any smart services (e.g., smart healthcare services). So it is quite evident that without properly managing those data, it is impossible for building a useful resource management mechanism in any F2C-enabled system. However, mishandling the data can create a negative impact on system performance. Unfortunately, since the F2C is in the infantile stage, thus it does not have the proper
and secure data storing mechanism, which also creates another challenge for designing effective and intelligent resource management mechanism in F2C paradigm.

Significantly, in any smart system, selecting and allocating the proper resource(s) is not only enhance the service quality but also it ensures effective utilization of resources in any dimension; which have described in earlier. Along with the diversity of F2C system resources, the hierarchical, distributed and combined architecture of F2C system make a vital challenge for design an effective, sophisticated and intelligent resource management mechanism in F2C computing paradigm. Thus, considering all of these facts, we realized that before solving the main challenge in F2C computing paradigm, it is necessary to solve other existing related issues. For that purpose, we pointed out and described all the existing sub-problems. Therefore in this research work, initially, we investigated the following sub-problems. Then, by addressing the existing sub-problems, we propose a new adequate resource management mechanism in F2C computing paradigm.

• **SP1. Diversity among the participating system resources and variety in the system services; creates a massive challenge for any smart computing system:** Following any large-scale smart computing system (e.g., smart city), it can be easily determined that a massive amount of various devices (i.e., from small mobile devices to powerful computing devices) are participating in the system. Each of them has different specifications, and they are different in nature. Also, any modern smart computing system offering various kind of services (e.g., smart traffic management, smart waste management, etc.) to its consumers. Each service has different service-demands, and to successfully provide the service(s), all of these demands essentially needs to be satisfied. Therefore, without having the proper knowledge about the characteristics of participating resources and service-demands, it becomes a difficult job to properly manage the participating system resources and turn the existing system into more intelligent.

• **SP2. Ensuring the latency-sensitive context-awareness nature throughout the computing paradigm:** One of the key characteristics of any smart system is to offer the latency-sensitive context-aware services effectively. Typically, in a large-scale smart system, it is a challenging job. The reason behind that, primarily the service needs to be executed near to the end-users. Secondly, for the execution of service required data needs to be stored near to the end-users. For a large-scale smart system, where various kind of devices are participating, it is a complicated and challenging job to address these two challenges adequately and help to make the system more intelligent.

• **SP3. Efficiently and securely managing the data over the network:** An enormous amount of participating computing and sensory devices is continuously generating data in any large-scale smart computing platform. These generated data are the basic ingredients of various services. To promptly provide any context-aware services, it is necessary to manage and distribute the data over the network securely and also keep it near to the end-users. Eventually, effective, secure and proper distribution of data over the network is also essential for any large-scale smart computing paradigm. However, the hierarchical, distributed and combining characteristics of the F2C computing platform is making a massive challenge for securely distributing the data over the system.

• **SP4. Efficient resource utilization improves the quality of overall system:** For avoiding the irrelevant system resources consumption, it is necessary to utilize the system resources efficiently and intelligently. For a big-scale smart computing platform, where billions and millions of various computing devices are working; it is a pretty tough job for ensuring to avoid unnecessary resource consumption by choosing the appropriate resource(s) for executing some task(s). Hence, defining and designing an effective and adaptive resource utilization mechanism is one of the elementary demands for this computing paradigm.

Undoubtedly, we believe that by addressing these four main sub-problems and few other existing issues, we can reach to our goal and able to define more precise, effective and advanced resource management mechanism for F2C paradigm; explicitly which also helps the existing smart system to be more intelligent.
1.3 Objectives

The famous American astronaut Neil Armstrong correctly defined the meaning of research. He said that "In much of society, research means to investigate something you do not know or understand." That means, according to him, the meaning of 'research' is a process of works for chasing the unknown or invisible things for knowing it. Significantly, one of the famous author and philanthropist Tony Robbins said, "Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible." Similarly, like every other research works, we have some specific goals. By achieving these goals, we want to fulfil some objectives. Before discussing them, we identify that our objectives can be classified into two main categories: Generalized objective and Technical objective. In the below, we are going to discuss them briefly.

- **Generalized objective** - By accomplishing this work, our generalized and primary objective is to design the architectural framework for adequately and intelligently managing the F2C-enabled smart system resources. For that purpose, it is essential to design an adaptive, efficient and sophisticated resource allocation mechanism in the F2C paradigm, which can ensure to intelligently choose the best-fitted resource(s) for executing task(s) and provide the service(s) enhancing the quality matters.

- **Technical objectives** - To present the architectural framework for a sophisticated resource management strategy, we have a couple of 'Technical' or 'Problem specific' objectives, which we want to achieve by accomplishing this work. These objectives are as follows:
  - **TO1**: Identify the taxonomy of F2C system resources and based on that design, the generalized resource description model, to have a complete view of resources classification.
  - **TO2**: Formalize the aggregated resource description model in the different hierarchy of the F2C computing paradigm, for knowing the overall capacity.
  - **TO3**: Define and propose the 'Service-Task' classification in the F2C paradigm that describes the characteristics of services and requirements of tasks.
  - **TO4**: Design the resource status tracking mechanism for the coordinated F2C platform in order to have continuous fresh information about the available system resources. Also, manage the collected resource information, service-related information, and sensing-data distributively and securely over the F2C platform.
  - **TO5**: Primarily, based on the service-task requirements, match the suitability for selecting the best-fitted resource(s) and allocate them to execute some task(s).
  - **TO6**: Continuous monitoring of the service-task execution to get the actual resource(s) usage and task-execution time information; therefore, providing this information as the feedback for improving the matching preferences between service-task and resource.
  - **TO7**: Based on re-evaluated matching preferences, allocate the appropriate resource(s) to execute some task(s) and offered the service(s) in the F2C paradigm, and that helps to identify the optimal solution for efficiently allocating the resource(s) in the F2C paradigm.

1.4 Contribution of this dissertation

To adequately address the existing challenges in the F2C paradigm and fulfil our Generalized and Technical objectives, in this dissertation work, we have proposed some solutions and performed some jobs for justifying our proposals. In the following, we are going to briefly explain those proposals and jobs, supported by the list of accepted publications.
• **Job1:** Significantly for obtaining our *generalized* objective, we design an architectural framework for effectively managing the F2C resources. Notably, with the help of our architecture, we can able to utilize the system resources adaptively. For defining the whole architectural framework and fulfill our objectives, we also design various architectural modules and sub-modules, which are collaboratively addressing many issues to design and develop an architectural framework of adaptive, sophisticated and efficient resource management mechanism in F2C paradigm.

*Publications -*


• **Job2:** For achieving the *TO1, TO2*, and *TO3*, initially we investigate a significant number of related works. Then, based on the identified characteristics, we propose the taxonomic models for F2C system resources, F2C system offer services and their corresponding tasks. After that, based on the resource taxonomic model, we also propose and develop the resource description models for properly organizing the system resources information. Notably, the proper organization of this information is helping us to realize the overall computing capacity of any F2C-enabled system.

*Publications -*


  – “Essentiality of Resource and Service-Task Characterization in the Coordinated Fog-to-Cloud Paradigm”, accepted in *2018 IEEE 7th International Conference on Smart Communications in Network Technologies (SaCoNeT-2018)*. DOI: 10.1109/SaCoNeT.2018.8585732

• **Job3:** Similarly, to attain the *TO4*, we designed and developed an architectural module for efficiently monitoring the system resources. In the F2C-enabled system, this module is continuously generating a massive amount of data and creating the information pool. Along with its data, the information pool is playing a crucial role in the service-task execution process. Therefore, the secure distribution of the data along with the information pool is essential. Hence, to satisfy this demand, we propose and develop a secure distributed database framework in the F2C-enabled system.

*Publications -*


• **Job4:** Designing and defining effective and sophisticated resource management strategies in the F2C paradigm essentially demands to focus on the resource allocation, provisioning and scheduling problem. Especially, allocating the best-fitted resource(s) is not only helps to execute the task(s) adequately but also it implicitly help to design and define a proper resource management strategy. For that reason, before allocating the resource(s), it is essential to forecast their suitability and calculate the fitness ranking for executing some task(s). Considering that fact and achieving our *TO5, TO6, and TO7*, we given our focus to predicting the resource usages and performances. Then based on the forecasted information and system resources information, we calculate the fitness rank for each system resources. Finally, based on the
calculated fitness rank, we allocate the best-fitted system resource(s) for executing the requested task(s) to provide the F2C service(s). However, considering the distributed, hierarchical and coordinated nature of F2C-enabled system, we realize that searching the best-fitted resource(s) is a crucial task. Notably, we comprehend that in F2C-enabled system, the searching and allocating process could be done in two ways: centralized and distributed. Therefore, in this thesis work, we propose and describe both of the ways thoroughly.

Publications -


1.5 Delimitations of scope and key assumptions

In this research work, we have explored more than state of the art in the area of resource management in the F2C-enabled SC paradigm. We realized that for achieving all of our objectives, we have to perform several jobs, which have been mentioned in the earlier section. Notably, by performing all of these jobs, not only we achieve all of our objectives but also we able to solve many research challenges. In the next, we are going to describe, which research challenges have been addressed in this dissertation work. Also, we briefly explain our plan for addressing those challenges. Here, we also clarify which research topics have been excluded in this thesis work. In short, we also explain the applicability of our proposals.

For achieving our main objective, initially, we propose and outline the architectural framework for adaptively managing the resources of F2C-enabled system. In that, framework, we introduce different architectural modules (i.e., Categorization, Resource Sharing, Policy, Information Collector, Adaptive Resource Allocator) and sub-modules (i.e., Resource Categorization, Service-Task Categorization, Resource Collector, Perceptive, Mapper, Forecasting). Notably, all of these modules and sub-modules are collectively functioning to build the adaptive resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system. Typically, every modules and sub-modules have different functionalities. Interestingly, some of this module (i.e., Categorization) and sub-modules (i.e., Resource, Service-Task) have been developed for solving some research challenges (e.g., classification related issues), where the development and functionalities of some others modules (i.e., Information Collector) and sub-modules (i.e., Resource Collector, Perceptive) creates some research challenge (e.g., secure distribution of data) in the F2C paradigm. However, in this thesis work, we perform several jobs for addressing all of these research challenges.

Selection and allocation of the best-fitted resource(s) is another critical step for making an efficient and sophisticated resource management mechanism. Importantly, learning from the previous knowledge and forecasting the system resource’s usability can improve the resource selection and allocation process. Eventually, that also helps to build an adaptive resource management mechanism. Considering this fact, in our proposed architectural framework, we design and develop an architectural module (i.e., Adaptive Resource Allocator) which is responsible for performing this step. However, the hierarchical, distributed and combining nature of the F2C computing paradigm, makes a considerable difficulty for the F2C-enabled system to adequately perform the resource selection and allocation process. Following that fact, we realize that the selection and allocation process can either be done in the logically centralized location or can be done collaboratively in the distributed locations. Therefore, in this thesis work, we give our intense attention to continue the investigation the above mentioned two strategies thoroughly. Typically, working on those two strategies help us to propose and build two different architectural schemas for performing the adaptive resource selection and allocation process in the F2C paradigm.
Despite all of these, in any modern computing paradigm, resource sharing operations and system policies are also playing a massive role in the resource management mechanism. Considering this fact, we also present two different modules (i.e., Resource Sharing, Policy) in our proposed architectural framework of managing the F2C resources. Since we explained earlier, all the objectives of this work, so we mainly give our focus to solve the three following issues: 1. Categorization-related issues, 2. Monitoring and secure data storing related issues, and 3. Adaptively resource selection and allocation related issues. Therefore, we consider that investigating the resource sharing operations, and defining system policies, are out of the scope of this thesis work. Interestingly, some of the proposals (e.g., Categorization, monitoring mechanism, etc.) of this thesis work have been adopted and implemented in the mF2C project (Towards an Open, Secure, Decentralized and Coordinated Fog-to-Cloud Management Ecosystem) [19], [20].

1.6 Thesis structure

This thesis manuscript has been divided into eight chapters. In the below, we provide a brief description of the content of each chapter.

- **Chapter 1**: Provides a synopsis to this research work developed in this thesis, including primary motivation, problem statement, objectives, the scope of this research and organizational information of this thesis.
  - **Section 1.1** presents the introductory statements about the smart computing paradigm and introduce the Fog-to-Cloud computing concept in the smart computing context. Also, the preliminary motivation of this work has been briefly explained in this section.
  - **Section 1.2** describes the current issues in the Fog-to-Cloud computing paradigm, within a smart computing context.
  - **Section 1.3** explains the generalized and technical objectives of this work.
  - **Section 1.4** introduces all the contributions of the dissertation for fulfilling our generalized and technical objectives and also present the list of outcomes.
  - **Section 1.5** shows the scope of this research work. In this section, we briefly describe and clarify the boundaries that have set for the study.
  - **Section 1.6** manifests the organizational structure of this thesis work.

- **Chapter 2**: Introduces the detailed architectural description of F2C continuum, accentuating its goals and the necessity for coordinating the cloud, edge/fog, and IoT resources. Further, this chapter presents the essentiality for the new resource management schema in the F2C paradigm.
  - **Section 2.1** provides a brief conceptual description and main characteristics of cloud and fog/edge computing paradigm and IoT technology.
  - **Section 2.2** presents the thorough architectural description of combined F2C paradigm. In this section, we define various related concepts (i.e. Fog Area (FA), Fog Manager Layer (FML) and Fog Employee Layer (FEL), etc.) and also identify the functionalities of different layer resources (i.e., Cloud Layer resources, FML resources, FEL resources, etc.).
  - **Section 2.3** highlights the urgency for designing a new and intelligence resource management mechanism in the F2C continuum, in order to improve the smartness for any F2C-enabled smart computing system.

- **Chapter 3**: Mainly conveys the vision for identifying various related works. Significantly, by reviewing those associated works helps to strength the ideas for addressing the various existing issues in the combined Fog-to-Cloud computing paradigm.
Section 3.1 provides an extensive literature study about the existing resource management techniques in the various computing platform (i.e., cloud, edge/fog, IoT, etc.). In this section, we mainly give our focus to identify which factors or aspects are majorly related to the resource management mechanism in any major computing paradigm.

Section 3.2 presents a comprehensive review of the classification or characterization model for various distributed and smart systems’ resources and services. By analyzing the various characterization model, we try to understand how the resource and service characterization or classification model is playing an important role, for designing the effective resource management mechanism in any computing paradigm.

Section 3.3 highlights the thorough study for securely distributing the data over the network in various computing paradigm. Mainly, in this section, by reviewing the related works, we try to understand the necessity of having a new secure data distribution framework for the F2C continuum.

Section 3.4 investigates various resource allocation and provisioning mechanisms in the different modern computing platform. By thoroughly scrutinizing them, we get a clear vision for designing a self-adaptive resource allocation and provisioning mechanism in F2C platform; which could ensure the improve service execution and reduce the unnecessary resource consumption. That explicitly helps the system to build more intelligent resource management mechanism and improve the smartness for the existing system.

Section 3.5 helps to identify the essentiality for having a forecasting module in F2C paradigm. By reviewing, various related works, we realized why the prediction of resource usage is essential for building an effective, and intelligent resource management mechanism. Also, investigating various related works, helping to understand how the resource usage prediction can be applied to the F2C computing system.

Chapter 4: Is devoted to envisioning the newly proposed resource management schema in F2C paradigm.

Section 4.1 thoroughly describes the architectural schema of the resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm. We also comprehensively point-out all the essential functionalities which must be attained by our proposed schema.

Section 4.2 introduces the various architectural modules (i.e., Categorization, Information Collector, Adaptive Resource Allocator) and sub-modules (i.e., Resource Categorization, Service-Task Categorization, Resource Collector, Perceptive, Mapper, Forecasting), which are potentially helping to build an effective and advanced resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm.

Chapter 5: Presents the detailed architectural and functional description of the Categorization Module. Later on, in this chapter, we thoroughly described how our proposal integrated into the EU H2020 funded research project.

Section 5.1 describes, the functionalities of Categorization Module. In this section, we comprehensively present how this module is working in our proposing resource management framework. Finally, we justified that making the Categorization Module is the preliminary step for designing the advanced and intelligent resource management mechanism in F2C paradigm.

Section 5.2 presents the paths for integrating our proposed Categorization Module in the ongoing European research project (mF2C) [21]. Specifically, in this section, we describe how the various findings from our research works, are helping the ongoing mF2C project to build a more sophisticated and intelligent resource management mechanism.
• **Chapter 6:** Thoroughly demonstrates the insight view of the Information Collector Module. In this chapter, we explain how does the development of Information Collector Module manifesting a new research challenge in the F2C system. Later on, we provide a solution for addressing that challenge.

  - **Section 6.1** describes, how does the Information Collector Module is working to generate the information pool and also revealing a research challenge for distributing this pool over the network. Consecutively, for addressing this challenge, we proposed and developed an architectural schema for securely distribute the information over the network as well as create a secure distributed information pool.
  
  - **Section 6.2** presents the experimental justification of our proposed and developed architectural schema for securely managing the distributed information pool over the network.

• **Chapter 7:** Presents a comprehensive description of the Adaptive Resource Allocator Module, and its functionalities. Also, in this section, we intensively focus on addressing different related issues and different mechanisms for developing the sophisticated Adaptive Resource Allocator Module. Then, we explain how this module can help to allocate the proper resources.

  - **Section 7.1** provides a comprehensive description of the Adaptive Resource Allocator Module, and its functionalities. In this section, we also present the intelligent ways of resource selection and allocation process in the F2C continuum. Here, also we introduce two different techniques for implementing the machine learning operations to select and allocate the computing resources in F2C paradigm.

  - **Section 7.2** summaries the first technique for implementing the machine learning operations in the F2C paradigm. Initially, we consider all the machine learning operations essentially needed to be done in the cluster-based logically centralized location, where all the data reside. Also, in this section, by presenting some evaluation tests, we justified the effectiveness of our proposal.

  - **Section 7.3** provides a complete insight view of implementing the collaborative machine learning operations in the F2C continuum. In this section, we describe how does collaborative machine learning operations can be adopted in the F2C paradigm. Also, by performing some comparative tests between the cluster-based logically centralized approach and collaborative learning approach, we justified the essentiality of the adoption.

• **Chapter 8:** Suggesting the new avenues for future works and by summarizing the proposed ideas of the thesis draw the concluding remarks.

  - **Section 8.1** summarizes the research outcomes and conclusion of the thesis.

  - **Section 8.2** describe the future opportunities for extending and improve the proposed ideas. So that we can be able to enhance the intelligence of the system.
Chapter 2: Background of Fog-to-Cloud continuum

This chapter aims to provide a thorough structural description of Fog-to-Cloud computing paradigm. We discuss the various structural components of the F2C model and explain how the F2C can be implemented in a smart computing paradigm (e.g., smart city). We also briefly explain how the F2C deployment can help increase the intelligence and effectiveness for any large scale smart computing paradigm. By comprehensively following the characteristics of any smart computing platform and the F2C computing architecture in this chapter, we have given our focus to identify the necessity for designing a novel resource management mechanism for improving the QoS factor and the smartness for the system.

2.1 State-of-the-art: Cloud, Fog/Edge computing, and IoT

According to Masip-Bruin et al. [21], the Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) computing platform is the composite and combined form of three different existing technologies - Cloud computing, Fog/Edge computing and Internet of Things (IoT). Individually, all of these technologies are playing some crucial role in developing a more advanced and intelligent system to improve the quality of lives of this society. So, before moving on to discuss the architectural schema of F2C paradigm, it is relevant to briefly focus on those technologies and identify their characteristics and functionalities.

2.1.1 Cloud computing

In the late 1996, a small technological company named Compaq Computer, first introduced the Cloud Computing concept as 'future of internet business' [22]. Later, as the technology advanced, big giants company like Google and Amazon etc. started using the cloud computing terminology to denote the facilities for unlimited accessing software, computer power, and files over the Web. Realizing the popularity of cloud computing, in 2011, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) releases the reference architecture and also presented a proper definition of cloud computing framework [23], [24]. According to NIST, Cloud computing (Fig. 2.1) is a computational model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. They also mentioned that, in the cloud computing paradigm, resources are logically and conceptually located in a centralized location. With the help of cloud computing facilities, it is possible to easily handle a massive volume of data processing, filtering, aggregation and storage. Typically with the help of three service models (i.e., cloud Software as a Service (SaaS), cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS), and cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)), the cloud can efficiently provide its facilities among the consumers. Through the SaaS model, the cloud ensures to run various applications on the cloud infrastructure for providing the various services among its consumers. Significantly, the SaaS model free the cloud consumers from installing various applications or software in their local machine. Rather than, consumers can access the cloud resources for executing various applications and get the services. Whereas, through the PaaS model, cloud guarantees the consumers for providing an environment to develop, test and deploy their (i.e., consumer) own applications or software. Though, in that case, consumers are only permissible for modifying their developed and deployed software or applications, but they are not legitimate for controlling or modify the existing cloud framework. Therefore the IaaS model exists to provide the facilities of administration and control over the existing cloud framework. With the help of the IaaS service model, cloud helping its consumers for arbitrary deploy and develop the various software and applications by dynamically scale-up and down of existing cloud resources (i.e., Storage, Computing, Network etc.). Most importantly, through the IaaS service model, the cloud is enabling the facilities of the virtualized environment and offering it among its consumers.
Conforming to the NIST proposed reference architecture [23], the cloud can be deployed into four different ways. Based on the cloud organizational policies and management, cloud can be classified into four deployment models, such as: Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Community Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud. For the public cloud model, cloud resources (e.g., computing, storage, network, applications, etc.) are typically provided by some third-party service providers. In that case, cloud facilities are accessible for general public users over the web world. Usually, accessing public cloud services are less expensive. Whereas, private cloud infrastructure is solely used for an organization or individual personal purpose. In this case, infrastructural resources, data and applications are only accessible to specific and permitted consumers. Accessing the private cloud facilities are remain to be expensive the public cloud facilities. Significantly, community cloud facilitates organizations with having similar type of requirements for sharing cloud infrastructural resources (e.g., storage, processing, etc.) and applications. This kind of cloud model can be managed by some permitted organization members or third-party members. In regards to private cloud facilities, the community cloud services remain to be less expensive for a group of organizations or personals those who have similar requirements. Interestingly, in the cloud deployment model, there is another kind of model is exist, which is known as the hybrid cloud model. Basically, the hybrid cloud is the combination and integrated form of two or more aforementioned cloud deployment model. In the case of the hybrid cloud model, infrastructure resources and applications can be handled by the internal and external cloud consumers. Hybrid cloud model, sensitive data can be stored privately, and it has the facilities to pack up those confidential data externally in the public cloud to recover the data in case of the system failures. Whereas, all the insensitive data remain to be public in the hybrid cloud model.

On-demand self-service facilities, scalability and elasticity nature, unlimited resource (e.g., computing, storage, network etc.) availability and accessing facilities, multi-tenancy nature and many other characteristics of cloud computing turned it to leading and accessible technology into the modern computing paradigm. Though the cloud offers several attractive facilities among its consumers; but it has some disabilities for efficiently providing various latency-sensitive services (e.g., real-time traffic monitoring, emergency disaster management, etc.) among the end-users. Conceptually, the cloud computing architecture is centralized, and generally, cloud resources are located far from the end-users. So, that distance not only makes an issue for the reliableness and availability of cloud resources but also create security and privacy concerns for the end-users. So, for addressing these issues and many other open challenges, researchers come up with a new solution in the distributed computing system. They proposed to bring the cloud facilities near to the end-users. So, that is how the concept of edge or fog computing emerged.
2.1.2 Fog and Edge computing

Demand for effectively spreading and bringing the cloud facilities near to the end-users for diminishing the communication latency between the end-users or consumers and cloud resources, along with improved reliability and security-privacy facilities simulated the advent of computing facilities near to the end-users [25]. Many similar concepts have emerged, like as: Edge computing (EC) and Fog computing (FC), etc. Though the 'Fog computing' and 'Edge computing' are both ensuring to bring the computational and storage capacity near to the verge of the network; but these paradigms are not fully identic, and they have the clear and prominent differences [26]. According to the famous cloud strategic consultant David Linthicum, "Edge computing (Fig. 2.2(a)) brings the computational processing capabilities close to the data source, and it does not need to be sent to a remote cloud or other centralized systems for processing. Whereas Fog computing (Fig. 2.2(b)) is a standard that defines how edge computing should work, and it facilitates the operation of computing, storage and networking services between end devices and cloud computing data centers" [27]. Moreover, "fog is inclusive of cloud, core, metro, edge, clients, and things, and fog seeks to realize a seamless continuum of computing services from the cloud to the things rather than treating the network edges as isolated computing platforms, and fog envisions a horizontal platform that will support the common fog computing functions for multiple industries and application domains, including but not limited to traditional telco services" [28]. Significantly, the intention and motivation of these two computing paradigms are similar, bringing the cloud facilities (i.e., computational, storage etc.) near to the end-users so that communication latency between system resources and end-users can be avoided and the issues regarding the availability, reliability and security can be handled appropriately for the end-users.

![Conceptual diagram of: (a) Edge computing (EC), (b) Fog computing (FC)](image)

Figure 2.2: Conceptual diagram of: (a) Edge computing (EC), (b) Fog computing (FC)

Most importantly, fog or edge resources are geographically distributed over the network. So that enables the geo-distributed communication, computation and storage facilities over the Web. As the fog or edge devices have the intercommunication, so they can efficiently manage the data handover for the moving devices. Also, by bringing the computation and storage facilities fog or edge devices are not only securing to provide the latency-sensitive services efficiently but at the same time, it is enabling more provision towards the end-users for securely managing their sensitive personal data. In comparison with the cloud resources, fog, or edge resources are cheaper to access. In both cases (i.e., fog or edge) computation and processing are done at the local place or near to consumers, so usually, the communication cost in the fog or edge remains lower than the cloud. Also, many other features like: scalability, location-awareness, interoperability etc., are helping the fog and edge computing to be the more popular
solution for offering location-aware latency-sensitive distributed services (ex. disaster management, real-time traffic monitoring etc.). Besides all of these advantages, some issues exist in the fog and edge computing paradigm. For example, diversity in the fog and edge devices pose a massive challenge for managing and controlling those devices. Unlike the cloud resources, the fog and edge devices are mainly resource-constrained. So, continuous accessing or using those devices not only limiting their task-execution capabilities but also draining the battery power and reducing their life-span. Thus, efficient task allocation, scheduling and execution are also the essential demands for improving the life-span of the fog or edge devices. Also, in a large-scale IoT-based system, i.e., smart city scenario, as a large number of various devices are participating; therefore it is quite impossible to efficiently provide various location-aware latency-sensitive distributed services for fog and edge computing without any support from cloud computing. Thus the integration and coordination of cloud and fog/edge is a necessary demand for effectively provide the location-aware latency-sensitive distributed services in the large-scale IoT-based smart system.

2.1.3 Internet-of-Things (IoT)

In late 1999, the Internet of Things (IoT) term coined by one of the technocrats of the Procter & Gamble Company (P&G) named Kevin Ashton. The main motivation of IoT development is to enable seamless integration between the cyber world and the physical world [29]. Developing various IoT applications (i.e., Fig. 2.3) not only integrating the surrounding physical devices with the web-world but also improving the quality of living. Most importantly, in IoT, the ‘things’ can be referred to both as they physical or virtual entity. Basically, IoT is often specified as the integration of various standards and enabling technologies with different sensing, connectivity, actuating, and other capabilities. Also, IoT can be defined as "a network of items, where the sensors are embedded and connected with the internet" [30]. As the IoT has a huge potentiality for designing an intelligent system, therefore it increases the popularity of IoT for use in our daily life. Though the IoT devices offer several attractive facilities; but in a large-scale smart system like - smart city scenario, it is tough to manage and control those devices adequately. Especially the diversity, lack of global standardization in IoT architecture and communication creates a massive challenge for any large-scale smart system scenario. Also, the IoT devices are mainly in-charge for the continuous capturing of various environmental events and transform them into data. Therefore, they are mainly responsible for creating a massive data-flow in a large-scale smart system. Adequate addressing these aforementioned issues and many other open challenges (i.e., security issues) are necessary demands for any smart system. For that purpose, it is also necessary to build an integrated, combined and collaborative computing platform.
2.2 Structural schema of the F2C paradigm

Following the non-stoppable development of ICT domain, Masip-Bruin et al. proposed the concept of Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) computing in an article [10] in 2016. According to the authors, the F2C has been developed by combining three existing technological facilities: Cloud computing, Fog/Edge computing and Internet of Things. In that paper, they introduced the F2C as the combined and integrated computational framework. But it could be logical that one could have a question that - why we need such integration? For answering this kind of question, the authors did a thorough background study of the cloud computing, fog/edge computing and IoT platform. In that article, they correctly pointed out the limitations of cloud and fog/edge computing. Also, in their paper, authors have briefly explained how IoTs become an indispensable pillar of any smart computing platform (e.g., smart city).

All modern ICT developments have the ultimate objective, that is improving the intelligence of existing systems and offer better services among the subscribers in order to improve the quality of lives. Having unlimited resource, storage and computation facilities makes the cloud computing platform as the proprietor in the modern ICT domain. Despite all of these remarkable facilities still, a couple of significant limitations remain unsolved in the cloud paradigm, concerning edge devices. Considering a large-scale smart computing scenario, i.e., smart city, and following the cloud computing structure, the authors have already identified the unsolved issues of cloud-enabled widespread smart computing paradigm. As the edge devices are located far from the cloud resources, it becomes a challenging job for providing the services among the edge devices without compromising the performance metrics. Also, due to the bandwidth limitation in the edge of the network, it is tough for the cloud resources to provide the latency-sensitive services effectively among the edge devices. For addressing these challenges, the fog and edge computing emerge.

The biggest significance of fog/edge computing is bringing the computation capability near to the verge of the network. Which is not only facilitates better utility experience for latency-sensitive services but also helping the overall system to be more advanced and intelligent. Another major characteristic of the fog/edge computing is that it can adequately handle the mobility of end-users. Interestingly, the mobility linked to fog/edge computing bringing the higher level of volatility in case of both processed data and the overall system infrastructure. For a global prospect of views that create some enormous challenges for managing the whole system infrastructure. Even, due to the low computational capabilities and higher volatility nature, it is very much challenging job for the fog/edge devices to ensure a higher value of reliableness and privacy. Also, compared to the cloud computing paradigm, still, the fog/edge computing platform far reaches from having a precise and generalized global business model. So in a large-scale IoT-enabled smart system to overcome these challenges, Masip-Bruin et al. proposed a combinational and integrated computing platform by considering the cloud and fog/edge computing facilities. In their proposed architecture, fog/edge devices are responsible for leveraging the cloud functionalities to end-users, and also ensuring the local process, compute and analyze data that have been captured by small sensory devices. Effectively, with the help of their newly proposed architecture, also a broad set of various latency-sensitive services (e.g., emergency e-health service, disaster management, etc.) can be efficiently offered to the end-users.

According to Masip-Bruin et al., the F2C is a hierarchical, combined and integrated computing platform. To better understand the hierarchical representation of this computing platform, in Fig. 2.4, we depicted the hierarchical architectural representation of the F2C paradigm. Basically, it is the composite of three different layers’ of resources. In their proposed computing platform, the upmost layer resources have the highest computational capabilities and unlimited resource facilities (i.e., computing, network, power and storage resource). This uppermost layer is notably known as Cloud Layer, and the resources that are working in this layer are called Cloud Layer resource. Whereas the bottommost layer of their computing architecture is consist of various and a large number of small sensory and actuating resources. These resources are mainly known as Edge-IoT device. The architectural layer where the edge-IoT devices are residing is recognized as Edge-IoT Layer. Between these two layers, the Fog Layer resources or fog resources are residing. Computing, storage, communication, power etc. capacities of fog
resources are limited. Conforming to Masip-Bruin et al. proposed computing architecture, these resources are working collaboratively with the cloud resources for bringing the cloud functionalities near to the verge of the network.

However, the layered and hierarchical computing architecture is not a new concept in the modern computing paradigm. Even in [31], [32], authors have also proposed some similar computing architecture for extending the cloud facilities to reduce the task-execution time and efficiently provide latency-sensitive services. Interestingly, in these works, the authors have proposed a more static computing platform, where services can only be offered by the separate task-execution in any of one relevant layer of resources. Whereas, in F2C services can dynamically offer by joint task-execution in cloud and fog resources, as well as separate task-execution in the suitable cloud or fog resources. Significantly, this dynamicity feature and the coordinated management facilities of the F2C is not only ensuring to offer better service facilities but giving a huge advantage to the F2C computing platform to create the evident difference with other hierarchical cloud-based computing platforms. Undoubtedly, these features and facilities help the F2C to be the indispensable solution for making more advanced and intelligent large-scale IoT-based system.

For better understanding, how the F2C is incorporating with the large-scale IoT-based system (e.g., smart city) in Fig. 2.5 we have already illustrated an architectural diagram of F2C-enabled smart city scenario. Typically in any modern smart city for accessing city-provided various services, a large number of citizens participating in the system with their various computing devices. Also, following any smart city scenario, one can easily understand that lots of diverse sensors, actuators and networking devices are deployed either by the authorized organizations or by some individuals. Altogether for efficiently managing those devices and effectively provide all the different services to the end-users (i.e., citizens), the F2C become a predominant computing architecture for any large-scale IoT-enable system like as the smart city. From that diagram (Fig. 2.5), it can easily figure out that, in a modern F2C-enabled smart city scenario the several small areas emerge. These small areas are responsible for bringing the F2C facilities near to the verge of the network and helping to efficiently serve city-provided various services among the citizens. These small areas are individually known as Fog Area (FA). Each FA, consist of diverse
fog resources and edge-IoT (i.e., sensor and actuator) devices. From the topological or hierarchical perspective of the F2C paradigm, it can easily identify that for each FA in the F2C-enabled smart city scenario, some of the fog resources are working to manage the corresponding FA’s participating devices (i.e., other fog resources and Edge-IoT devices). By deep observation of Fig. 2.4 & 2.5 it can easily recognize that those fog resources are basically acting like manager of other fog resources and edge-IoT devices. Also, these resources are working as the gateway for other fog resources and edge-IoT devices, to communicate with the cloud resources. We named these managerial fog resources as Fog Manager Layer (FML) resource. Significantly, FML resources are liable for effectively provide the F2C facilities among the other fog resources, within their scope. Following Fig. 2.5 it also can realize that except those FML resources, also a large number of small computing devices or typically the other fog resources are working in any FA. These resources are mainly responsible for performing some small computational tasks (e.g., initial sensed data processing and aggregation etc.) and bringing other F2C facilities (e.g., security and primary storage facilities for storing captured data) near to the end-users. Also, they are working as the end-point for the Edge-IoT devices. We titled these fog resources as Fog Employee Layer (FEL) resource. This classification of fog resources motivates to further classify the Fog Layer of F2C architecture into two sub-layers. In Fig. 2.4 considering this fact we have already illustrated those two sub-layers (i.e. Fog Manager Layer (FML) & Fog Employee Layer (FEL)).

2.3 Essentiality for designing adaptive resource management

The F2C is getting hype for ensuring to bring more intelligence and advancement in the smart computing platform. As technology evolves, the demand for using smart things in our daily life is increasing. Significantly, that needs gradually driving us into a new world, where everything surrounding us is getting connected through the network. New forecasted information comes out from International Data Corporation (IDC) [33], they are predicting that by 2025 more than forty-two (42) billions of various smart connected devices or things would be activated all over the globe. These devices would generate almost seventy-nine (79) zettabytes (ZB) of data in the same year. Most importantly, efficiently handling this massive volume of data and managing the vast amount of diverse devices is a pretty challenging job for any modern computing system. The history of the rise of F2C lies in resolving these challenges. Therefore to keep its commitment and bring more smartness to the existing smart computing platform F2C needs to ensure a more advanced, sophisticated and effective resource management mechanism to adequately manage the connected devices, as well as their generated data.
Distributed, coordinating, and ubiquitous nature of F2C, are helping F2C to be an effective emerging solution for making a more sophisticated and intelligent smart computing paradigm. Most importantly, F2C has been represented as hierarchical, layered and combined computing architecture, where each layer consists of a considerable amount of diverse computing and connected devices. These devices not only have different characteristics and resource capabilities, but also they have different communication technology. They are using various networking technology (e.g., Bluetooth, WiFi, 3G, 4G, Ethernet, etc.) for connecting to other devices as well as the web world. Also, these devices are capable of executing various kind of apps and running various kind of software. Even the small and resource-constraint edge-IoT devices (e.g., sensors and actuators) have a tremendous amount of versatility in their nature. This kind of diversity is not only turning the F2C into the unique computing architecture, but at the same time, it creates a significant issue for the F2C to manage the system resources in an efficient way. Importantly, in any smart computing system, QoS is one of the fundamental metrics to measure the intelligence level of the system. The QoS explicitly depends on the service-level agreement (SLA) of the system. Also, it depends on many factors such as service execution latency, resource performance, reliability, scalability/flexibility, security etc. So it is a pretty tough job for F2C to maintain the high QoS value in the highly distributed and diversified computing platform (e.g., Smart City).

Once in a time, Sir Stephen Hawkins said "Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change". So to bring more smartness and advancement in the existing system, F2C needs to come up with a more sophisticated, dynamic and adaptive resource management mechanism. Therefore, it can be possible to utilize all the system resources effectively and reduce unnecessary resource consumption without degrading the QoS metrics. Considering all of these facts and demands, we realize that, it is a necessary and most urgent job to design an effective and adaptive resource management solution for the F2C paradigm.
Chapter 3: State of the art

State of the art is the level of highest development achieved in a specific market, application domain, science or technology within a particular time. State of the art often refers as SOTA. Da Anunciação Marco author of the ‘My Blog and You’, quoted that “State of the Art is the frenetic and relentless pursuit of doing what its best at that time!”. SOTA is nothing but a thorough analysis of the most recent contributions to a field. In this chapter, we mostly scrutinize all the potential research works for identifying their contributions to build efficient resource management mechanism in various existing computing platforms (i.e., Cloud computing, Edge computing, Fog computing etc.). The outcome of this chapter implicitly helps us to materialize our ultimate vision.

3.1 Resource management in modern computing paradigm

Resource Management (RM) - a series of processes which deals with the accumulation and release of resources [34]. Efficient management or utilization of system resources is the primary steps for making an advanced and sophisticated computing paradigm. Interestingly, efficient resource management involves discovering and identifying all available system resources, selecting appropriate resources, and partitioning and provisioning them to optimize the utility function which can be in terms of overall performance, cost, energy efficiency, information accuracy, coverage, reliability, etc. [35]. However, designing and defining an efficient resource management mechanism is not an easy task for any large-scale distributed computing system. Notably, overall diversification can pose a massive hurdle to effectively manage the system resource of any modern distributed computing platform [36]. For example, F2C is a combined and distributed computing architecture, which has been formed by the integration of cloud, edge/fog and IoT resources [10]. So, diversification is a common characteristic of any F2C-enabled system. Also, F2C represented as a hierarchical computing architecture. Thus, diversity, hierarchical and many other natures (e.g., dynamism) of F2C create a colossal objection for effectively managing the system resources.

Figure 3.1: Taxonomy for various resource management courses in any distributed system
Although, resource management mechanism of any distributed system is an integrated process of accomplishing many several courses. Effective accomplishment of those courses potentially solved many issues for designing effective and advanced resource management mechanism of any computing paradigm. After performing an exhaustive literature survey, we realized that all of these courses could be classified as follows - 1. resource/service discovery & identification, related courses, 2. resource provisioning related courses, and 3. resource scheduling related courses [36]-[39]. The classification of those courses is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Significantly, properly attaining all these three courses can solve many issues for managing the system resources. For example, effective resource/service discovery and identification mechanism can lead to determining the characteristics of system-involving resources and services.

Discovery and identification of system resources and services are the initial steps for designing and defining advanced resource management mechanism in any distributed computing system [40]. Interestingly, after doing comprehensive literature study in various computing platform (e.g., cloud, fog/edge, IoT etc.), we realized that the exploration of resources and services implicitly helps to grasp in-depth knowledge about the types and features of them. Importantly, that in-depth knowledge helps to build a better mechanism for managing the system involving resources and services. Significantly, in any service-oriented and distributed computing system (i.e., cloud, edge, fog, etc.), the concept of task and service are closely related to each other [41]. Services (i.e., e-Health, e-Banking, e-Learning, etc.) can be offered by executing some tasks in various computing resources. However, resource-requirements of each task is different. Therefore, without perceiving the task requirements, it is also a difficult job for organizing and managing the system resource in accordance with tasks demand. Thus, knowing the characteristics of services is also helpful for understanding the task’s involvement. So, before establishing a proper resource management schema in any service-oriented and distributed computing system, it is also necessary to know the system resource classification as well as identify the system-involving service characteristics and their corresponding tasks requirement [38], [42]-[45].

Resource provisioning is another most essential course of the whole resource management procedure. The meaning of resource provisioning is detection, selection and arrangement of appropriate resources in accordance with the service/task requirements [46]. Optimal provisioning of the resources can ensure better utilization and reduce the unnecessary consumption of resources [47]. Interestingly, in any large-scale distributed computing platform (e.g., Smart City), heterogeneity of system resources makes a tremendous obstacle to choose the appropriate resources to satisfy the service/task demands [36]. Unfortunately, inefficient provisioning of resources degrades the overall performance of any computing platform. Especially, under-provisioning of resources may cause the service-level agreement (SLA) violation, and over-provisioning of resources may force to increase the unnecessary resource consumption. Most importantly, for both of the cases, the QoS factor can be degraded for the overall system [48]. In the different computing paradigm, different techniques are helping to arrange the resources effectively. For example, virtualization is playing a crucial role in the cloud computing platform [49]. The basic idea of the virtualization is to managing the workload of cloud resources to make the overall platform more effective, efficient, economical, and scalable. Most importantly, with the help of Virtual Machines (VMs), the cloud platform can able to offer a dynamic and scalable environment to offer on-demand services. Therefore, VMs placement is a critical issue for making an efficient resource provisioning mechanism in the cloud platform [50]. Whereas, fog or edge computing extends the cloud facilities by placing applications closer to the end-users and edge devices [51]. Notably, the placement of those applications has an essential influence on the performance of the computing architecture [52]. So, adequate addressing of all these issues can lead to building a proper resource provisioning mechanism in any coordinated computing system, like F2C.

Besides the resource provisioning, and resource/service discovery and identification; resource scheduling is another required course for the resource management process. Basically, it is the itinerary for managing the events and system resources [53]. Most importantly, the utility function (i.e., performance, cost, energy-efficiency, information accuracy, coverage, reliability, etc.) of any system heavily depends on the resource...
scheduling mechanism [54]. Proper allocation of resources, effective execution of tasks, and efficient arrangement of workload balancing among the system resources help to define a proper resource scheduling mechanism in any large-scale distributed computing system [55]. Interestingly, machine learning techniques have the most significant influence on the accomplishment of these three main courses. Advance knowing of workload predictions, service requirements and resource behaviours; help to select the appropriate resources for executing the tasks for efficiently offer the services in large-scale distributed systems [56].

Considering all of these facts and all the open issues in the F2C-enabled smart system; we decide to give our focus for addressing some of the matters, for building a framework of adaptive resource management mechanism in F2C-enabled smart systems. For that purpose, in the remaining sections of this chapter, we investigate some of the related works. Notably, all of these works have been classified into four groups, as follows: a) Classification and Characterization, related works; b) Monitoring and Secure data distribution related works; c) Resource allocation mechanism, related works; d) Resource usage forecasting and performance prediction, related works.

### 3.2 Classification and Characterization

Identifying the characteristics of resources and services and also determining the task’s requirements, are the initial steps for making a proper resource management schema in any computing system. Therefore, in the next, following up various related works in different computing platforms (e.g. cloud, fog and edge, grid, mobile computing, etc.), and technologies (e.g. WSN, IoT, SDN), we tried to realize the core strategies for classifying system resources and services-tasks.

#### 3.2.1 In resource aspects

For any computing platform, proper utilization of resources undoubtedly facilitates an optimal task execution for offering the services, and hence helps to build a useful resource management solution. Most importantly, to manage the whole set of system resources, it is very much essential to identify their characteristics and properly classified them to make a resource catalogue. Thus, it is necessary to determine a resource classification and taxonomy, for a scenario combining fog and cloud resources, like the one, we envisioned by the F2C. Notably, we have not found too many past works, where researchers have done their investigation over the combined, coordinated and hierarchical computing platform like F2C. Therefore, we considered most of the related computing platforms (i.e., cloud, fog and edge, grid, mobile computing, etc.) and technologies (i.e., IoT, WSN, etc.), which could be the part of the smart computing system and typically involved for making the broad, integrated and coordinated F2C computing platform. In our previous work [57], we put together a comprehensive literature survey, highlighting the resource characteristics for distinct computing paradigms and also observed several interesting findings. We found that each researcher has different interests and objectives when defining, or suggesting their resources classification. Some of them from a system architecture perspective and according to their platform scope (cloud, fog, IoT, etc.), some others from a resources and services management perspective, or some others concerned about understanding the system behaviours and features, and addressing the various challenges of those systems. Also, in some cases, we found that the researchers have focused on designing or modelling the architecture of the smart computing platform [58], [59]). So, following all of these research papers and also investigating the reference architectures of various joint-venture research works ([60]–[67]) we can identify some parameters, which are potentially helping us to identify the resource characteristics of any smart computing system properly. Following are the parameters:

- **Hardware**: Processor, Memory, Storage, Power, GPU, and FPGA.
- **Software**: Operating System, Application and APIs, and Database Product Information.
- **Network**: Bandwidth, Technology and Standards, Networking System, Communicating Techniques, and Deployment Model.
• Security: Authenticity, Intrusion, Privacy, Trust, Encryption, Denial of Service attack, Identification, Accountability, Confidentiality, and Authorization.

• Data: Source and Owner, Type and Size, Content-Format, Analysis Type, Processing Framework or Infrastructure. Also, the type of Sensors, Actuators, and RFID tags are significant, but these all are explicitly related to Data.

• Cost: Computation, Communication, and Deployment.

• Features and Behaviors: Scalability, Fault-Tolerance, Location-Awareness, Availability, Agility / Real-Time, Autonomy, Mobility, Multi-Tenancy, Reliability, Context Information, Programmability and Virtualization, Ubiquitous, Heterogeneity, On-Demand, Geo-Distribution, Flexibility / Interoperability, Transparency / Openness, and Proximity.

According to the upper mentioned parameters, we have built all of our finding tables (Table 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4), where all the fields for these categories (columns in the table) have been filled up according to the description of each research work (rows in each table). The box corresponding to each category (i.e., cloud, fog and edge, IoT, and other computing platforms) which is addressed in the associated research work has been shadowed, so providing a graphical snapshot of what categories are more relevant for the different research areas and, therefore, allowing the extraction of several valuable findings, as presented in the next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features &amp; Behaviors</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-associated works:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cloud-associated works: Cloud computing is an architectural model that leverages on-demand provisioning and management of computing, and which defines the set of good practices for building a flexible and dynamic set of computing resources to be delivered as a service. In our investigation, we have found that many researchers have given their focus for understanding the characteristics of cloud resources [68–78]. Also, some of the works have been done on managing the cloud resources [43, 74, 79], and cloud services [72]. However, in these works, researchers have also focused on discussing the cloud paradigm architecture and service models or identifying the

Table 3.1: Finding table for Cloud-associated works
challenges for cloud computing. Thus, it helps to understand the characteristics of cloud resources. Notably, we have found a couple of research works focused on identifying the characteristics of the cloud computing paradigm \[38, 80\]. We have also found, in \[70, 81\], that the researchers have presented some basic concepts for the definition of a pricing model for the cloud. There are lots of research works which identify the challenges and issues for the cloud computing platform \[43, 73, 76, 79\] and, most importantly, we have found that lots of work have been focused on managing the cloud resources and services \[38, 69, 72, 74, 75, 79\]. Interestingly, in our investigation, we have found that there are many research works \([81–83]\), where researchers have explicitly presented the resource characteristics and classifications for the cloud paradigm. We have also found some of the research works \([84, 85]\) where initially they present the different strategy for managing the resources in cloud paradigm and then, they implicitly present the characteristics of the resources of the cloud paradigm. Investigating over all these works, helped us to identify the different features and characteristics of cloud resources. Notably, from the finding table \[3.1\] we can easily understand that besides the boundless resource (e.g., RAM, CPU, storage) availability nature, the virtualization and on-demand availability are some of the key features of cloud resources. We also found that cost (i.e., charges for access and utilization of resources), is one of the crucial aspects for classifying the cloud resources \[72\]. Indeed, several works in cloud computing have proposed some cost models for system resources and services \[68, 72\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features &amp; Behaviors</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfering/Impossibility</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbling</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Demand</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Access</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Model</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resourcefulness</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Network</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Format</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfering/Impossibility</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbling</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Demand</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Access</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Model</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resourcefulness</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Network</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Format</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Finding table for Fog and Edge associated works

**Fog and Edge associated works:** Several authors have published their work with some contributions related to resources categorization in the scope of fog and edge computing. In \[86–90\], the authors present mainly some architectural contributions and, as part of these, they address some classification issues. In \[91–94\], the researchers propose explicitly one taxonomy for fog computing platforms. Besides, we have observed that many researchers focus on identifying features, behaviours and attributes in fog computing, as in \[25, 88, 89, 92, 95, 96\], where they discuss their challenges and characteristics. Interestingly, in \[93\], they present a taxonomy for a connected object, which is mostly suggested as the taxonomy for edge and fog devices.
Note that in our literature, we have not only focused on those papers discussing the classification or taxonomy of the resources, but also on those research works which concentrate on managerial-related issues in the fog computing paradigm. Managing resources and services properly is essential to run a system efficiently. For instance, in [86], the authors briefly discuss some policy-based service orchestration techniques to manage the services in the fog computing paradigm efficiently. Authors in [89], [92], [96] present a resource management strategy for fog computing systems, wherein [92] authors are focused on devices management in the fog computing paradigm, and in [89], [96] they discuss on the resources and network management in fog computing platforms. In this literature review, we have also found that most researchers consider some use-cases to present their work and, as part of this, they also mention some particular types of devices, which are involved in their proposed system [25], [86], [87], [89], [91], [92]. In some papers, we have also seen that authors have already shown their concerns to overcome from mobility-related issues ([97]) and security-privacy related issues ([98], [99]). Also, authors in [91], [94] present some taxonomy for fog computing platforms by considering various use-cases and applications. Impressively, we also found a few works [100], [101], where the researchers have expressly shown their concerns for identifying the characteristics of edge resources. However, most interestingly, we have not seen any research work where researchers have explicitly presented some general ontology for a complete fog computing platform, though we found a couple of research works where researchers have given some classifications and taxonomy for such platforms and their resources. For a summary, in table 3.2 summarizes our findings to identify the characteristics of fog and edge resources. Notably, we found that edge and fog, resources are geographically distributed over the network [57], [80], [89]. Thus, the distribution nature elevates to provide real-time services in edge or fog computing platform. In summary, we may quickly assess that there are a significant variety and diversity of system resources, which undoubtedly makes resource categorization a challenging task for fog and edge paradigms.

**IoT associated works:** IoT is a revolutionary concept, which immensely changes the traditional computing and networking system. In our investigation, we have found mainly researchers have given their focus to solve the architectural and managerial related issues in the IoT paradigm. For fulfilling their objectives, they have mainly done their research on various IoT-application domains and use-cases. Interestingly, by performing their research work on those application domains and use-cases, the researchers propose their views, taxonomy, classification and ontology for the IoT resources. Like in [45], [102]–[108], researchers have proposed resource management solutions. Also, in their work, they have identified various kind of resource model for IoT paradigms. Besides, we also found some works [45], [102], [103], [105], [106], [109]–[111], where researchers have explicitly given their concern for identifying the features of IoT resources. We have also found some other works [45], [105], [107], [108], [110], [111], where researchers have given their concern to manage the IoT system resources efficiently. More interestingly, we have also found some research works [105], [109], [110] where researchers propose some classification model for IoT resources, by considering different parameters. Notably, in some other works [103], [104], authors discuss the ontology of the IoT paradigm.

Reviewing these works in the IoT paradigm, we found that in most cases, the researchers have given their focuses to identify the functional characteristics of their system resources. In some works ([102], [110], [112]), researchers have explicitly defined the functional characteristics. Whereas in other works, either by describing the whole computing paradigm ([113]–[115]) or reviewing the various related works ([108], [109], [116]), the authors have implicitly presented the functional characteristics of the IoT resources. We found that in most of the IoT based research works, the researchers have also given their focuses to identify the data-related information (I/O related, data size and source information). In our literature, we also found that some of the researchers have focused on ensuring network security and data privacy in the IoT platform ([105], [117], [118]). Also, we have seen that some of the researchers have explicitly or implicitly described the hardware characteristics of their system resources ([45], [113], [118]–[121]) and discussed the various networking or communicating standards and techniques ([45], [109], [114], [116]) which are involved in the IoT platform. So, in summary, considering all of
these works in table 3.3, we have summarized the characteristics of system resources of various IoT-based system domain. Significantly, after investigations of various IoT-related works, we realized that, though the IoT devices are resource-constrained; but they are the primary source of producing a large amount of data in any large-scale computing system (e.g., smart city). Typically, these data are the main ingredient for the various services (e.g., e-health, traffic monitoring, etc.), which are offered by the large-scale computing system (e.g., smart city).

**Other Computing platform associated works:** Besides the cloud, fog and edge computing platforms and IoT technology there are many other computing platforms (e.g., mobile computing), and technologies (e.g., WSN), might potentially involved in making a large-scale smart system (e.g. smart city). However, investigating of these works could somehow enhance the findings obtained to achieve our main objectives. Therefore, we have given our focus on some research works on the following computing platforms: grid computing (e.g., [122]) and mobile computing (e.g. [123]), and other technologies: wireless sensor networks (WSN) (e.g., [124]) and Software-defined networking (SDN) (e.g., [125]). As our primary intention is to identify the classification, taxonomy and ontology of system resources of various computing paradigms, here we have put our focuses on those works where researchers have given more concern to identify the resource classification and propose some taxonomy, and following on the architectural and managerial issues of those systems.

Investigating on these works, we have found that in some cases ([122], [124], [128]) the authors have explicitly put their focus to identifying the classification, characterization, or taxonomy for their system resources. Also, we have found some works ([130]–[135]) that by discussing the system architecture or by proposing the computational
model in various computing paradigms, they have implicitly considered the characteristics of their system resources. Even in some works, we found that authors did some extensive survey ([123], [136]) to identify the various challenges and gaps of their considering system, and then proposed some new solutions ([134], [135]) to address them and overcome those challenges. Interestingly, we found in various computing platforms and research works that researchers have given their profound concerns to provide the best possible security-privacy features for the end devices ([123], [132], [136]–[139]) and tried to find out a solution for reducing the energy consumption for their system resources ([133]–[135], [139]). So, considering all of these works, in table 3.4 we have presented a summary table to understand the resource characteristics, classification or taxonomy in other related computing paradigms.

After analyzing all the finding tables, different synoptic findings can be extracted. We have organized these findings following the same categories used to organize the table, which is: Hardware related findings, Software related findings, Networking related findings, Security-related findings, Data related findings, IoT devices related findings, Cost-related findings, and Features related findings. Next, we present each of these findings.

- **Hardware related findings.** We have observed that most researchers in fog/edge computing and IoT based research works are concerned about efficient power management. That has sense, since many small devices at the edge (for instance, smartphones) as well as many sensors, are battery-powered. In addition, except for the IoT based research works, almost every other project considers the hardware components (i.e., processor, memory, storage) in the system architecture definition. Generally, IoT based research works do not consider hardware components in detail due to the simplicity of its components, except in [45], [119]; in these two papers, the researchers have explicitly mentioned the resource classification of IoT paradigm. Where in [45] researchers proposed some resources management strategy and then measure their efficiency, and in
the authors have explicitly explained the characteristics of IoT devices to provide the classification of OSes for low-end devices. Beside that, we also found in the IoT domain, in some works ([113], [118]) that researchers have implicitly explained the resource characterization for the IoT paradigm. Also interestingly, we have only found three papers ([80], [96], [102]) where researchers consider other hardware components, such as GPU and FPGA, to represent the characteristics of their considered computing platform.

• **Software related findings.** Concerning the software related issues, we have found that software is not essential in most IoT based research. Exceptionally, only in a few of these works ([45], [107], [114], [119]), the authors have considered the APIs and OSes involved in their system resources to create a catalogue of services, and in [102] to understand the characteristics of system resources. Conversely, this attributes category gains relevancy in the cloud-related systems, where the software to be classified and organized in more detailed. It is also relevant for some fog computing-based research works ([86], [88], [89], [93]) where researchers are concerned about identifying the various heterogeneous OS, apps, and APIs involved with the fog and edge devices. Interestingly, we also found that in [122] the author considered the OS details and various software components (i.e., editor, compiler info, middleware apps, etc.) to present the ontological description of the grid resources. Similarly, in [138], researchers have thoroughly discussed different apps and APIs, which are involved in their proposed robust, secure and high-performance network operating system.

• **Networking related findings.** The network-related attributes are impressive. Mainly, for fog and edge computing research works, with the main concern about network bandwidth management. As the variety in fog/edge and IoT devices is extensive, many researchers are focused on identifying the standards and protocols for these paradigms. We also found that in some papers, such as [87], [91], [109], they discuss various types of networking devices (e.g., switches, routers, set-top boxes) to present their system architecture. However, most interestingly, we have observed that a few cloud-based research works are also interested in network bandwidth to manage cloud resources ([38], [43], [69], etc.) and discovering resources ([71] or services([72]).

• **Security related findings.** The most relevant security attributes addressed are authenticity, privacy, trustiness, and confidentiality. Also, concerning the security category, most research works are either concerned in several security aspects, or none. It is also worth noticing that the DOS attack is only considered as an ultimate security challenge in one research paper from the fog computing paradigm ([91]). In any case, from this literature survey, Security has been observed as one of the major considered set of attributes.

• **Data related findings.** Data are one of the key components of any computing paradigm, but, surprisingly, we found that this attribute is not widely considered in our reviewed literature. Only in the IoT-related research works has been partially considered, addressing concepts such as data source, size, and content type information. In the IoT category, characterization and type identification of various IoT elements (sensors, actuators, etc.) is the most common and simplified objective. We also observed in [80], [93], to address the connected objects and the cloud-IoT paradigm, researchers have focused on identifying the type of sensors, actuators, and RFID in their systems. Indeed, these two papers focus on integrated fog/edge and cloud platforms, so this fact is quite natural. Besides that, we also found one exception ([84]) in cloud paradigm, where researchers have given their concern to identify the I/O type to present the cloud resource auctioning mechanism.

• **Cost related findings.** It is undoubtedly one of the least considered finding category. It is being considered mainly in cloud-based research works. Indeed, it is evident that cost is a crucial factor that should be considered before presenting some new proposal for making the cloud much more efficient. Exceptionally, we also found some of the non-cloud-based research works ([90], [91], [94], [109], [112], [121], [134], where researchers also gave their concern to identify the cost-related and service provisioning features.
• **Features related findings.** The features and behaviours category includes a variable set of specific attributes. We observe that the cloud computing paradigm has some unique features, such as fault-tolerance, centralization, on-demand resource allocation, etc.; but no concern for transparency and openness, nor geographical-related issues. In other computing platforms (i.e., fog and edge, IoT, grid, and WSN) resources are geographically distributed, and near to the edge of the network, so they provide real-time services, and also these systems are very much aware of their working location. We also found that virtualization is playing a crucial role in cloud and fog computing paradigms.

Finally, these findings helped us to understand the characteristics and features of resources of different related computing paradigm and technologies. Undoubtedly, all of these pieces of information would help us to identify the characteristics and features of F2C resources.

### 3.2.2 In service-task aspects

Discovering characteristics of system offered services and identifying the requirements of tasks execution helps to effectively manage the system resources for any computing paradigm. Therefore, we continue our further investigation to identify the characteristics of services corresponding tasks requirements in various computing platforms (e.g. cloud, fog and edge, etc.) and technologies (e.g., IoT). Notably, we found a couple of cloud-based research works, where before presenting the proper resource management strategy, the researchers give their utmost concern for identifying the characteristics of the system resources, as well as the service-task features which are involved to their considering system. For example, in [43], the authors presented a resource management technique for managing the resources in the cloud platform. In that paper, they measured the performance of their proposed strategy and identified that the performance of their proposed resource management technique could be varied according to the specifications of participating system resources as well as the service-task demands. Also, in [38], the authors did a review of the literature to find out the primary vital aspects potentially involved in providing a QoS-aware automatic resource management strategy in the cloud. In the review, they found that by identifying the proper classification of system resources, tasks requirements and many other aspects, the appropriate QoS-aware automatic resource management strategy could be built.

In [44], the authors proposed a hybrid approach for a task scheduling model in the heterogeneously distributed computing paradigm. Taking into account the diverse characteristics of their system resources and tasks, the authors introduced their strategical model and validated it in a simulator tool. Not only in the case of fog and cloud paradigm we found researchers considering the resource and service-task characteristics to define the resource management technique, but also we have found lots of IoT-based research works, where researchers have given their concern, before proposing the adequate resource management strategy. For example, in [45] before presenting the proper resource management mechanism in the IoT-based smart city scenario, they have given their focus to identifying the characteristics of the system resources as well as the services. Also, we found in a couple of research works (i.e., [140], [141]), the fact that before defining the cost model for the corresponding computing paradigm, the researchers considered the characteristics of the system resources and identified service-task demands.

So, following all of these works, it is quite clear that resource and service-task characterization is essential and relevant, before designing an adequate resource management strategy in the F2C-enabled smart environment scenario. Eventually, investigating these works would definitely help us to make the taxonomic model for F2C resources and services-tasks.

### 3.3 Monitoring and Secure data distribution

Several issues seem necessarily needed to be addressed for building up a proper resource management strategy in any large-scale smart system (i.e., smart city). By reviewing several related works, in earlier, we found that the
primary step for making a proper resource management strategy is to determine the characteristics of participating system resources and also the service execution requirements. Notably, in many works (e.g., [142]–[144]), we found that to build a more sophisticated and more efficient resource management mechanism; researchers have proposed some effective resource monitoring mechanism for continuously monitor the available system resources and organize the resource statistical information accurately over the system.

Importantly, in different computing platforms (e.g., cloud, fog and edge, etc.), we found many researchers have given their profound concerns for designing an effective monitoring mechanism for their system resources. For example, in [78], the authors presented that, how the cloud resource description and continuously monitoring the system resources, help to design better resource utilization and load-balancing in the Cloud-NFV platform. Also, in [144], the researchers have proposed an architectural model for monitoring their system resources in fog and mobile cloud platforms. In that paper, the authors said that efficient system resources monitoring is necessary. However, in that work, the researchers also mentioned that an appropriate distributed mechanism for storing and collecting these monitored resources information is a necessary demand for designing an effective resource management mechanism in their considering system. Similarly, the authors in [144] said that effective monitoring the system resources and distributing the collected resource statistical information could help their system to be more agile and helps to offer better latency-sensitive services. Therefore, not only the resource monitoring mechanism but also the resource information collection and distribution are the significant issues that also need to be addressed. Thus, realizing this demand for a better data collection mechanism in the distributed computing system, authors in [145] present an extensive study for efficiently collecting the data in the VANET platform, which could potentially help to design a useful data collection and storing mechanism in any large-scale distributed system. After reviewing these works, it is undoubtedly clear that building a proper mechanism to monitor the system resources is a necessary demand for making the effective resource management mechanism. Additionally, in any large-scale smart system (i.e., smart city), a vast number of small IoT devices are participating. They are continuously capturing various environmental events and producing a massive amount of sensing-data. Notably, along with the monitoring information, this data is also considered as one of the ingredients for various services (e.g., e-health, traffic monitoring, etc.). Typically, both of these data are generating a tremendous amount of data flow over the system. So, building a proper and secure data storing and managing mechanism is necessary before setting up an adequate resource management technique in any large-scale smart computing domain (e.g., smart city).

Importantly, we found some contributions are dealing with solutions for data management in various computing platforms (i.e., cloud and fog). In [146], [147], authors focus on an efficient data management in a fog computing ecosystem. More concretely, in [146] authors show their concerns to find out the best possible way to appropriately replicate the data over the distributed database system without issuing inconsistency issues. On the other hand, authors in [147] propose to design a suitable data-model aimed at ensuring efficient data distribution to the overall distributed computing framework. However, none of these two contributions considered security functionalities and provisioning over the data management. Another contribution [148] focuses on building an appropriate framework for managing the huge amount of data in the federated fog/edge and cloud platform. However, the work is not considering any security implementation over the data management in the federated fog/cloud. In [149], authors design a framework to bring the full cloud facilities near to the edge minimizing the data-query response time, which helps to optimize the performance of latency-sensitive situation-awareness services. However, the proposed architecture relies on computational resources from volunteering contributors what can cause high-security risks. In [150], a holistic vision-centric approach, proposing an architectural vision for managing the data is introduced, including novel hypothetical leveraged data-centric model approaches for managing the system data over the distributed network in a trustworthy fashion. Nonetheless, authors only propose an architecture with no details about security deployment and trust establishment between layers such as IoT, fog and cloud. Other papers, put special attention to highlight potential concerns to design access control policies [151] aimed at ensuring the
security and privacy needs \cite{152} for specific distributed database frameworks. However, in these proposals, access control and security provisioning are handled by a centralized component, becoming a single point of failure that can compromise the whole system. Therefore, after revisiting current works, we may conclude that an architectural solution for a secure and distributed management and access of the data in combined fog/cloud systems is a must and which is yet demanding specific efforts from the scientific community.

3.4 Resource allocation mechanism

For any computing paradigm, in the resource management mechanism, one of the most crucial steps is selecting the proper resources for allocating them to execute some tasks and provide some services. Typically, for a large-scale distributed and smart system (e.g., smart city), the heterogeneity in system resources and services creates a massive challenge for the resource selection and allocation operations. Notably, proper and quick selection and allocation of the system resources, are essential demands for effectively offer the latency-sensitive services. Also, proper selection and effective allocation of system resources, enhance the intelligence level of the overall system. Considering all these facts, many researchers have given their concerns for designing and building some advanced and sophisticated resource allocation techniques in various computing platforms (e.g., cloud, fog and edge, grid, etc.) \cite{153}–\cite{156}. Following various works, we realized that all of the resource allocation procedure could be classified into various aspects (e.g., objective aspects, awareness and enhancement aspects, and resource allocation adaption aspects, etc.).

In our literature study, we found that for conforming some objectives (i.e., energy optimization, resource consumption optimization, cost optimization, service-latency optimization, etc.) many researchers have done their works for designing some effective resource allocation mechanism in various computing platforms (i.e., cloud, fog and edge, grid, mobile computing etc.) \cite{16}, \cite{34}, \cite{81}, \cite{89}, \cite{140}, \cite{154}, \cite{157}–\cite{160}. Also, we found several works in different computing paradigms, where researchers have proposed the resource allocation mechanisms by considering various awareness and enhancement related aspects (i.e., SLA, QoS, context and mobility aware, and security-privacy enhancements, etc.) \cite{6}, \cite{34}, \cite{161}–\cite{164}. Apart from these, we found that in some of the works, researchers have given more concerns to identify the resource allocation adaption processes in various computing paradigms. Typically these processes can be further classified into main two approaches: reactive and predictive \cite{165}. According to these researchers, in the case of reactive resource allocation approaches, the current state of resources has to be measured before allocating them. Whereas in the case of predictive approaches, the system is able to priorly forecast the computational load and the overall performance of system resources before allocating them \cite{166}. In a predictive approach, the system is able to measure the performance and computational load of system resources priorly; so this approach explicitly helps for designing a better and intelligent resource management mechanism \cite{167}. Besides these two approaches, we found the hybrid approach \cite{168} for allocating the system resources.

Significantly, after performing the investigation on several works, we realized that most of the researchers had proposed different techniques for choosing the best-fitted resource(s) for successfully executing some task(s). Most importantly, the selection procedure for the best-fitted resource(s), can eventually be done based on some ranking or score of the available system resources. Interestingly, the calculation of the resource’s rank depends on various aspects (i.e., resource demand matching, cost information, etc.) \cite{52}, \cite{169}–\cite{175}. Typically, in a large-scale smart system (e.g., smart city), the diversity of system resources poses a massive challenge to rank them efficiently. Considering this issue, many researchers have done their research works for making the multi-attribute based resource ranking mechanism \cite{176}–\cite{179}. However, for fulfilling their objectives, they have adopted some well-known methodology, i.e., TOPSIS \cite{176}, \cite{180}–\cite{182}. Apart from all of these works, we have found some other research works in different computing paradigm, where researchers have proposed their resource allocation mechanisms based on the auction-based resource selection procedures \cite{84}, \cite{183}, \cite{184}. Importantly, we have
found some works where researchers considered the game theory approach for allocating their system resources [159], [185].

3.5 Resource usage forecasting and performance prediction

For improving the intelligence level of any computing platform, it is essential to build a predictive approach based resource management mechanism for forecasting the resource usage and performance in advance accurately. Significantly, to fulfill this purpose, a vast number of research works have been already done in the cloud computing domain (e.g., [160], [186]–[189]) aimed at improving the resource management strategy. Also, in most of the cases, researchers provide a more specific solution to improve their prediction model for their proposed systems. For example, in [186], researchers use an existing ML approach to build some prediction model for improving the forecasting of resource usage in the cloud computing platform. Likewise, in other computing domains (i.e., smart grids, mobile ad-hoc networks) [190], [191], we also found some works, where researchers show their concerns to forecast the resource usage to reduce the workload for their system resources. Besides these, we also found some research works in the IoT and edge/fog computing domains (e.g., [192], [193]), where researchers put the focus on estimating the resource usage for upcoming tasks to reduce the load of their system resources. Even, we found that a significant amount of research works (e.g., [162], [194]–[197]) have been done in various other computing platforms, where researchers proposed some ML techniques for improving the resource provisioning and management.

After reviewing these works, we found one common thing, mentioned by them all; that is data. Most importantly, without the data, it is impossible to train any machine learning model. Even the selection of wrong data can easily reduce the accuracy-level of the trained ML model. So, for that reason, it is necessary to process the data and clean it. Significantly, data processing in large-scale smart system (e.g., smart city), can be done in a logically centralized location or distributed locations. Indeed, taking advantages of these two data processing mechanisms, ML techniques can also be performed in two ways: in a logically centralized location and distributed locations.

Furthermore, for edge or fog computing the prediction has to be done near to the end-users. For that reason, the data have to reside near to the processing node. Significantly, building a large-scale distributed and intelligent computing system inherently demands the effective sharing of smartness over the system [198]. Therefore, in the large-scale distributed system, it is needed to engage all computing resources in the learning and prediction processes [199]. With the help of global coordination and also by the processing of their own data, all computing resources can build their local prediction model for forecasting resource usage and performance (task execution-time). Following this way, resources are not only capable of taking the quick decision, but also they explicitly help to protect the data privacy policy [200]. This technique has been adopted in some of the research works for building the advance resource management mechanism [199], [201] in various individual computing platforms (such as edge or IoT). Nonetheless, performing this distributed learning and prediction technique is a very complex work for any large-scale smart system [201]. Notably, the heterogeneous nature of participating devices poses a massive challenge to perform the technique successfully. However, we have not found any prior work in any combined and coordinated computing platform (as in the F2C-based smart computing platform) where this technique has been adopted to effectively manage all the diverse system resources and build a proper resource management schema.
Chapter 4: Resource Management schema

The primary purpose of this chapter is to highlight our proposed resource management architectural schema. A thorough description of various architectural components and their functionalities would help to perceive the general resource handing operation in the F2C domain.

4.1 Architectural and Functional description

The Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) computing framework is emerging to both provide higher functional efficiency for latency-sensitive services and also help the large-scale smart computing system (e.g., smart city) to be more intelligent. In such a scenario, a vast number of heterogeneous resources, including computing devices and IoT sensors, are required to be worked in coordination for providing the best facilities. Thus, appropriately managing the set of available system resources is one of the most critical and challenging tasks in this computing framework.

Also, it must be considered that F2C-enabled large-sized smart system offers different types of services (e.g., e-Health facilities, traffic monitoring, fire emergency, etc.). Most interestingly, all of these services are offered by executing several tasks. Notably, every task has different resource requirements, which have to be satisfied for successfully delivering the services. So, considering both the resource and service aspects, it is simple to realize the massiveness of heterogeneity in any large-scale smart system. Hence, the nature of diversification poses a considerable challenge to effectively manage and utilize the system resources in any F2C-enabled large-sized smart system. However, effective management and utilization policy of system resources can revive to build a more advanced and smarter system. Also, proper utilization of system resources can prolong the resource’s lifespan and helps to reduce their unnecessary consumption [192]. Properly utilize the system resources essentially needs adequate resource allocation and scheduling policies [202]. Notably, in any large-scale and distributed smart computing system, on-demand resource allocation is a critical process and one of the most crucial steps for designing an advanced and intelligent resource management mechanism [203]. Especially, proper allocation of available system resources based on their current and future demand for executing some computational tasks is a challenging job. In order to address this issue, many researchers proposed different techniques [204]–[206], which can be classified into two approaches: reactive and predictive [165]. According to these researchers, in the case of reactive resource allocation approaches, the current state of resources has to be measured before allocating them. Whereas in the case of predictive approaches, the system can priorly forecast the computational load and the overall performance of system resources before allocating them [166]. In a predictive approach, the system can measure the performance and computational load of system resources priorly; so this approach explicitly helps for designing a better and intelligent resource management mechanism [167]. Thus, to perform some sort of forecasting operation, it is necessary to design a framework of machine-learning (ML) based resource management mechanism. Eventually, that would help the overall system to be more intelligent and advanced. Thus, considering all of these facts, we realized the necessity to design an architectural framework for managing the resources in the F2C-enabled computing system. However, before designing the architectural framework, it is essential to ascertain all the functional requirements which have to be attained by our proposing architectural framework for managing the F2C resources. Therefore, in the next paragraph, we have explained all the prerequisite for developing our proposing architectural framework.

In this thesis work, our main objective is to propose and design an advanced and sophisticated architectural framework for adequately managing the F2C resources. Notably, for keeping our promises and fulfilling our objectives following functionalities have to be attained by our proposing framework:

- **Capabilities of classifying and characterizing the system resources and service-task.**
- **Ability to figure-out the resource description models for gathering the full knowledge of F2C-enabled system.**
• Must have useful information collection facilities for making the accurate information pool. Notably, accurate information pool explicitly helps in the resource selection and allocation procedures. Hence, in the F2C it is necessary to securely distribute the information pool over the network to offer better performance in latency-sensitive services.

• Need to have the skills for intelligently predict, select and allocate the best-fitted resources for executing some tasks and provide the services. However, smart selection and allocation ensure the enhancement of QoS factors and reduction of unnecessary resource consumption.

• Competency to distribute the smartness over the hierarchical and coordinated F2C computing paradigm.

Considering all the aforementioned prerequisites, in this dissertation, primarily, we gave our intense focus on designing the overall resource management architectural framework. Also given our focus on identifying the various architectural modules and sub-modules, which can collaboratively help to build a proper mechanism for managing the resources in the F2C paradigm. Later on, in this thesis work, we gave our concentration for solving various research challenges which are incorporated in various modules of our proposing architectural framework. Notably, by addressing those research challenges, we can able to develop a more precise, advanced and sophisticated resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system.

Figure 4.1: Proposed resource management framework in Fog-to-Cloud (F2C)
4.2 Resource Management Modules

In Fig. 4.1, we depicted our proposing structure of the resources management strategy for the F2C-enabled computing system. According to the diagram, four other modules along with the Policy Module, are playing the pivotal roles to utilize and manage the system resources appropriately and effectively offer the services among the subscribers of any F2C-enabled smart system. These four different modules are: 1. Categorization Module, 2. Resource Sharing Module, 3. Information Collector Module, and 4. Adaptive Resource Allocator Module. In the next of this section, we explain the functionalities of these four modules, in the context of smart city scenario.

4.2.1 Categorization Module

In earlier mentioned, the most significant challenge for managing resources in any F2C-enabled smart city scenario is diversity. Variety of the whole set of resources from the bottom edge up to the cloud, is one of the crucial characteristics of any F2C-enabled system. Significantly, many different services are offered among the smart city’s consumer. Undoubtedly, any F2C-enabled smart city becomes much more smarter, by successfully and efficiently delivering all of these services among its citizens. Importantly, each service has different characteristics (i.e., free or chargeable services), contexts (i.e., governmental, health, educational, etc.) and even different requirements (i.e., resource requirements for executing the tasks). Thus it creates an enormous diversity over the whole system. Therefore, this diversification poses some notable difficulties for building up the proper resource utilization strategy in the F2C paradigm. Even it makes a significant challenge for an appropriate matching between the service requirements and available system resources. So, before forming the useful resources management strategy, it is pretty relevant to identify the classification and categorization of the system resources and services involved in the F2C paradigm. Thus considering this fact, in our resource management framework, we sketched and built a module named Categorization Module. This module is responsible for identifying the characteristics of system resources and services. This module is consists of two sub-modules.

• **Resource Categorization Sub-Module** - This sub-module is in charge of identifying the characteristics of participating system resources, and also helps to classify the system resources based on their identified characteristics information. Notably, the outcome result from this sub-module is helping to create the resource information pool for the whole system. Thus it explicitly helps for building an effective resource handling mechanism.

• **Service & Task Categorization Sub-Module** - Whereas this sub-module is responsible for analyzing the characteristics of the system’s services. Following any large-scale smart system scenario (e.g., smart city), it can be easily realizable that a vast number of different services are offered among the system subscribers. Notably, the characteristics of each service are different. For offering these services, it is essential to perform and accomplish some tasks. Importantly, each of the tasks has different requirements. Some of them required to be executed for a long time. Even some of the tasks have to be performed in a short time. Interestingly, some of the tasks demanding substantial computational facilities, where some of them can be executed in the resource-constrained computational devices. Therefore, the Service & Task Categorization Sub-Module performing in our proposed resource management architecture for identifying and gathering all this information.

4.2.2 Resource Sharing Module

In any F2C-enabled smart computing system, seeks to provide resources to different latency-sensitive applications. It is a challenging issue for any F2C-service providers to satisfy all the resource requests effectively. Even, optimally provisioning the available resources is also a challenging job for any F2C-enabled system. Resource
sharing among different F2C-service providers can address the limitation, as mentioned above. Importantly, by following some policies, individual F2C-service providers can rent their available and excrescence resources to the other service providers or F2C-resource requester.

Following any F2C-enabled smart city scenario, it can easily recognize that besides the cloud-service providers, many individuals and small organizations are participating in the system with their computing and networking devices. They can contribute or ‘rent’ their devices for executing some requested tasks to serve various smart services effectively. Also, many of the participants are joining in the F2C system for only accessing some smart services. Therefore, considering these facts, we realized that all the devices might participate as either ‘Consumer’, ‘Contributor’, or ‘Dichotomous’. Interestingly, before contributing their resource components to the F2C system, it is necessary to define the proper resource-sharing model. Based on the owner preference, system policies, and availability of their resource-components, a sharing model can be determined. Notably, we identified all the available resources in the F2C system could be shared by adopting any of the following two-ways - a) Containerization, or b) Conventional Virtualization [207]–[209].

Significantly, following the F2C-enabled system, we realized that resource-sharing is playing a crucial role in successfully utilizing the available system resources and efficiently offer the various smart services among its subscriber. Therefore, we proposed a functional module named Resource Sharing Module in our resource management framework. By considering the system policies, user preferences and many other aspects, this module is responsible for choosing the appropriate technique for sharing the available resources. Once the module created the shared copy of actual resources, it passes the information to the Resource Collector Sub-Module for creating the resource information pool. Thus it helps the overall resource management process to handle and utilize the available system resources adequately.

4.2.3 Information Collector Module

The overall information about available system resources and their current status helps to manage them properly. Therefore, the collection of the resource-information is one of the mandatory steps before selecting and allocating them for executing some tasks to achieve some services. Realizing this demand, helped us to design and build one particular module in our proposed resource management framework. This module is known as Information Collector Module. The primary purpose of this module is to continuously monitor the available system resources, as well as observing the Service-Task execution procedure. Notably, monitoring of the system resources has some intense impact over the different courses of resource management mechanism in any distributed system. Efficient monitoring of the system resources can help to provision and schedule the system resource appropriately. Also, an effective monitoring mechanism can improve the overall scalability (i.e., load-balancing, failover recovery, etc.) of the system, as well as it explicitly helps to design a useful cost or billing techniques [143].

Significantly, following overall F2C-enabled system architecture, we identified that this module is a composite of two different sub-modules: 1) Resource Collector Sub-Module, and 2) Perceptive Sub-Module. Typically both of the sub-modules are in charge of monitoring the system resources. However, these two sub-modules are following two different types of resource monitoring mechanism, which are essentially needed to be performed for designing an adequate resource management mechanism. The initial monitoring can be done for creating the resource information pool. Notably, resources are consumed for executing some tasks. So, it is also essential to keep track of those resource usage-related information for designing an adaptive resource management mechanism in F2C paradigm. Thus the second type of monitoring can be performed for collecting the resource-usage information. Typically, both of the monitoring can be done by following any of the three different strategies - a) Push, b) Pull, and c) Hybrid [143]. Basically, in the Push strategy, the resource monitoring agent runs in every computing node and pushing the resource information to their managerial computing nodes, in a specific time interval. Whereas, in Pull strategy, the resource information is obtained dynamically whenever the request has been received. This strategy is mostly a triggered based approach. In this strategy, computing nodes are sending their information after
requesting the information from their managerial node. Besides these two strategies, also we have found another strategy which is a combinational form of the two aforementioned strategies. This combinational strategy is known as Hybrid strategy.

Nonetheless, considering all of these aspects in our proposed resource management framework, we decided to adopt the Push strategy for Resource Collector Sub-Module. However, enriched by the outcomes of the Resource Sharing Module and Resource-Categorization Sub-Module, this sub-module is collaboratively making the resource-information pool. Most importantly, in the F2C platform, this sub-module is in charge of generating the overall landscape of the system. Whereas, the Perceptive Sub-Module is in charge of monitoring the state of the system resources. Notably, this sub-module is mainly responsible for keep tracking and collecting the resources usage (e.g. RAM usage, CPU usage, Disk I/O usage, etc.) and performance (e.g. task execution time) related information for the execution of the tasks. Whenever the task execution is proceeding, this sub-module is being activated and starting to perform. Thus, this sub-module is following the Pull strategy for monitoring the state of the resources and capturing the resource usage information. Finally, after collecting this information, this sub-module sends it to the Forecasting Sub-Module. Hence, after receiving this information, it is getting much more accessible for the Forecasting Sub-Module to accurately predict the working load, usage and performance of available system resources. Thus the accurate prediction helps to utilize the system resources properly. Significantly, one of the common feature of Resource Collector Sub-Module and Perceptive Sub-Module is that both of the sub-modules are generating an enormous volume of data to the F2C-enabled system.

4.2.4 Adaptive Resource Allocator Module

In our proposed resource management framework, the Adaptive Resource Allocator Module is the core module for allocating the appropriate resources for executing some tasks. It is also responsible for effectively scheduling the tasks among the available system resources to balance their workload efficiently. According to Fig. 4.1, initially, this module is getting the current status of the available system resources from the Resource Collector Sub-Module. Interestingly, the Service & Task Categorization Sub-Module informed this module with the information of requested task requirements. Once the module received all the information, then using the Rank Function it starts to calculate the ranking for the available system resources. The rank can be calculated considering the global cost or business model [12], [16], [210], attributes of available system resources [211]–[213], and following the resource requirements [173], [214], [215]. Significantly, in the hierarchical, combined and coordinated F2C-enabled computing system, one of the biggest challenges is to design the global cost or business model. In the coordinated F2C platform, the global cost or business model can be defined by considering different aspects (i.e., task execution cost, usability cost, etc.).

After calculating the rank of available system resources, based on the system policies, the Mapper Sub-Module select, map and allocate the proper resource(s) for executing the requested task(s). During the task(s) execution process, the Perceptive Sub-Module is monitoring the allocated resource(s) for collecting the resource usage (e.g. RAM usage, CPU usage, Power usage, Network usage, Disk I/O, etc.) and performance (e.g., task execution time) related information. Then, the Perceptive Sub-Module send this information to the Forecasting Sub-Module. With the help of this information, the Forecasting Sub-Module can able to predict future resource usage and performance. Thus, this predicted information can help the Rank Function for re-evaluating the rank for system resources. Hence, by following this adaptive mechanism, it is possible to achieve better resource utilization and management mechanism in the F2C paradigm.

Moreover, in this thesis work, our main intention is to design the preliminary version of the adaptive resource management framework in F2C computing paradigm. For that purpose, we have done this work. Importantly, in order to validate this framework and solve some of the relevant related issues, we have given our intense focuses to continue our investigation further. Typically, in our proposed framework, we have introduced some of the
functional modules and their sub-modules. Combinedly, all of these modules and sub-modules, are helping to
design adequate, advanced and sophisticated resource management mechanism. So, we realized the demand for
continuing the research on those modules/sub-modules for solving various existing issues to design an appropriate
resource management schema in F2C paradigm. In Fig. 4.1 we marked some of the modules by blue colour and
some of the corresponding sub-modules by the red colour. Also, some of the sub-modules we marked by the white
colour. Whereas, by the grey colour we also mark some of the modules. For continuing the further investigation,
we give our highest priority on the blue coloured modules and corresponding red coloured sub-modules. Whereas,
after doing some initial investigations, we adopted some of the existing concepts to deploy the white coloured
sub-modules for designing our proposed resource management framework. Importantly, investigation on the grey
coloured modules is the out of the scope of this work. Therefore, we have considered some of the existing solu-
tions for building those grey coloured modules to design the adaptive resource management mechanism in F2C
paradigm. In the following chapters of this dissertation, we are going to discuss all the related research challenges
for developing the blue coloured modules and corresponding red coloured sub-modules. There, we also propose
different solutions for successfully addressing the existing research challenges for developing the aforementioned
modules and sub-modules.
Chapter 5: Categorization Module

Focusing on the F2C-enabled smart city scenario, in the previous chapter thoroughly described our proposed resource management framework. We have seen that different architectural modules and sub-modules are involved in our proposed framework for efficiently managing the system resources. The Categorization Module is one among them. According to our proposed resource management framework, this module is consist of two sub-modules. One is Resource Categorization, and another one is Service & Task Categorization Sub-Module. These two sub-modules are in charge of identifying the characteristics of participating system resources, helping to create the resource information pool, and responsible for analyzing the characteristics of the system’s services as well as identifying corresponding task-execution requirements. However, we identified that by accomplishing these jobs, the Categorization Module is solving a few critical research challenges in the F2C continuum. Therefore, initially in this chapter, we point out all the research challenges, which are incorporated with the Categorization Module. Later on, we also thoroughly described our proposals to successfully addressed those research challenges. Finally, we illustrate how our proposals have been successfully integrated into the EU H2020 funded mF2C project for solving different research challenges.

5.1 Architectural and Functional description of Categorization Module

The enormous heterogeneity for the whole set of resources from the edge up to the cloud makes resources management in Fog-to-Cloud a challenging effort. From a broad perspective, it is pretty evident that the closer to the top (i.e., cloud) the larger the capacities are. Thus, we may undoubtedly assess that computation, processing and storage capabilities are higher in the cloud than in the fog, and higher in the fog than in the edge. Interestingly, in the F2C envisioned scenario, this assessment is even more elaborated, leveraging the different layers foreseen for fog. Indeed, in F2C different layers are identified to meet different characteristics of distinct devices. Even following
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https://www.mf2c-project.eu/
any large-scale F2C-enabled smart system (i.e., smart city), it can be easily recognized that it offers various smart services (e.g., e-Health, e-Governance, smart garbage collection, etc.) among its subscribers. Notably, all these services are offered by accomplishing some tasks. Thus, the accomplishment of the tasks can be done by fulfilling their requirements. Typically, every task has different requirements, and also each of the services is offered to enable various facilities in different purpose. Considering all the aforementioned facts, we proposed and designed the Categorization Module in our resource management framework. In our proposed architecture, this module is responsible for solving three different research challenges in both resource and service-task circumstances. In Fig. 5.1 we have presented three different research challenges which must have to be solved for making the advanced and effective resource management mechanism. These three different challenges are as follows: 1. Identifying the Resource taxonomic model, 2. Determining the Service-Task taxonomic model, and 3. Defining the Taxonomy-based resource description model in any F2C-enabled system. Next, in this section, we thoroughly describe how those challenges have been addressed before developing the adaptive and sophisticated resource management framework in F2C paradigm.

5.1.1 Resource taxonomic model

In the F2C paradigm, devices can participate in the F2C-enabled system as either 'Consumer', 'Contributor', or 'Dichotomous'. A device acts as a 'Consumer', gets into the F2C system to execute services, being a pure resources consumer. While acting as 'Contributor', a device offers its resources for running some applications to offer some services. Finally, some devices can act as 'Dichotomous'. These 'Dichotomous' devices not only accessing some services but also contributing with their resources to support services execution. Thus, according to the participation role, devices in the F2C system can be classified into the aforementioned three distinct types. However, following different service-based systems (e.g., smart city), we have found that for participating in any smart city, devices must have an entry point or software or application portal. Hence, following the F2C-enabled smart city scenario, we have identified that devices can participate in the system in two ways: either they have 'application' or 'software' installed on their device; or, they can join the system by connecting to another device which has the 'application' or 'software'. Notably, devices that are endowed with the F2C enabled 'software' or 'application', considered as the F2C resources. Also, other participating devices joining the system by connecting with F2C resources, are referred to as attached resource components of the corresponding F2C resource.

![Figure 5.2: Taxonomic model for the F2C resources.](image)
resources. Thus, a taxonomic model of F2C resources can give detailed information about the characteristics of F2C resources. Therefore, a taxonomic model for F2C resources is a necessary demand. Considering this fact, we present a taxonomic model for F2C resources in Fig. 5.2. To that end, in order to present the ontology-based taxonomic model in F2C paradigm, we adopt the classification method proposed by Perez [216]. According to their proposal, modelling elements are divided into five basic modelings original language: classes, relations, functions, axioms, and instances. The ontology model $O$, is shown as:

$$O = \{C,R,F,A,I\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$C$ represents the class or concepts and can be further classified and subdivided into a kind of basic class $C_i$. $R$ represents the collection of relations, mainly containing four basic types: part-of, kind-of, instance-of and attribute-of. $F$ represents the collection of functions which can be formalized as:

$$F = C_1 \times C_2 \times C_3 \times \ldots \times C_{n-1} \rightarrow C_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$A$ represents the collection of axioms, and $I$ represents the collection of instances. Based on the ontological model described above, we have analyzed the basic elements of parameters $C$ (class) and $R$ (relation), according to the attributes and expected behaviour for the whole set of resources in an F2C system. This analysis will help to constitute the resource description model for F2C-enabled system.

According to our proposed taxonomic model (in Fig. 5.2), each F2C resource associated with five (5) main attributes or characteristics. In Fig. 5.2 each of them represents as the individual class. The characteristics or attributes of F2C resources are: Device attributes (i.e., hardware, software, network specifications and device-type information), Cost information (i.e., chargeable device, non-chargeable device), History and Behavioural information (i.e., participating role, mobility, lifespan, reliability, information of the device location etc.), Security and Privacy aspects (i.e., device hardware security, network security and data security), and IoT and Attached components (i.e., sensors, actuators, RFID tags, attached resource components etc.). Notably, considering the aforementioned information, we are classifying all the F2C system resources. Interestingly, by collecting this information, it is possible to gather the full knowledge about the F2C system resource. Besides, adequate maintenance of this information for all F2C resources helps us identify the full system capacity. However, unfortunately, collecting this information is not an easy job for any F2C-enabled computing paradigm. Especially, it is very tough to automatically grab the characteristics related information from the extremely resource-constrained Edge-IoTs (i.e., sensors, actuators, RFID tags, etc.).

![Property-based Edge-IoT classification.](image)

Notably, in the F2C-enabled smart city, all the Edge-IoT components can participate following two ways: either by attaching with the F2C-enabled devices or as an integral part of the F2C-enabled devices. Most importantly, the IoTs are considering their associated F2C-enabled device as the gateway for connecting to the F2C-enabled computing platform. Interestingly, by deep reviewing the modern technology and smart system scenario, we have identified that the IoTs (more precisely, the sensors) are mostly responsible for providing a significant amount of data on the system. So, by considering our F2C-enabled smart city scenario, we have seen that primarily the IoTs are transmitting this raw data to their associated F2C-enabled device, for further analysis and processing. Importantly, these raw data contains all the characteristics information of the IoT (i.e., sensors, actuators), and as
well as the captured sensing-data. After analyzing these raw-data, we have identified the significant properties of the Edge-IoTs. By considering all the potential issues of any F2C-enabled smart environment scenario and based on the determined properties (i.e., Observed, Operating, Measuring, and Survival properties), we are classifying all the Edge-IoTs for the F2C-enabled computing paradigm. This classification is presented in Fig. 5.3.

Reviewing the F2C-enabled smart computing platform, we have identified that mainly the sensors are responsible for supplying a vast amount of captured sensing-data to the system. They are continuously capturing the data from various environmental events (i.e., temperature measurement, humidity measurement, etc.) and transmitting these sensing-data to their associated F2C-device for further processing. However, for further processing on these data, it is essential to identify the features of collecting data and the collector object (i.e., the sensor itself).

![Figure 5.4: Sensor classification in the F2C-enabled smart system](image)

For any IoT-based system, by analyzing the captured raw data, the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology provides the facilities for identifying and describing the sensors [67]. So, in our work, we adopted this methodology for classifying all the participating sensors for F2C-enabled smart system. Following the functionalities of the F2C-enabled smart system, considering the various related works (i.e., [217], [110], [218]), and focusing on the SSN ontology, we have identified that the sensors can be classified according to the following information: Feature of Interest (i.e., in an observation of the weight of a person, the feature of interest is the person, and the quality is weight), Survival Range (i.e., working lifespan), Accuracy (i.e., the maximum difference that will exist between the actual value), Geo-Location (i.e., location of the sensory device), Latency (i.e., delay for transmitting the captured data), Frequency (i.e., the rate for the amount of capturing and sending data), Measurement Range (i.e., the highest value that a sensor can able to measure). Meanwhile, in Fig. 5.4 we represented the sensor classification model for any F2C-enabled smart environment scenario. However, the characterization of the F2C resources not only helps us identify the attributes of the resources but also, collectively all this information provides us with the greater knowledge of the complete resources information of any F2C-enabled smart computing scenario. Moreover, having this kind of aggregated information helps us to define the proper resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system. Interestingly, following our proposed F2C resource management framework (Fig. 4.1), it can be easily realized that the process of characterization and classification of the F2C resources is performed by the Resource Categorization Sub-Module.

### 5.1.2 Service-Task taxonomic model

Another important job of the Categorization Module is to identify the characteristics of services and discover the task requirements. Significantly, identifying their characteristics and requirements can ease the job to search the appropriate resources for them. Notably, following any service-based computing system (e.g., smart city), the ‘Service’ and ‘Task’ are quite closely related to each other. In [219], the authors identify the meaning of ‘Task’, as performing some certain job(s) or function(s). Whereas, in [41], the authors define the ‘Service’ as a composite...
made up of small blocks of functionalities. According to them, any service-based system is offering the service(s) to its subscribers by executing some task(s). Therefore, following the F2C-enabled smart city scenario, we have identified that like other service-based computing paradigms, here also the 'Service' and 'Task' are related to each other.

(a) Classification of the F2C service

(b) Classification of the F2C task

Fig. 5.5 represents the relationship between the 'Service' and 'Task', in the F2C-enabled system. Most importantly, we also found that service characterization is the composite form of two steps: one is the service classification, and the other is the task classification. So, in our platform, we are considering this characterization process as the 'Service-Task Characterization'. Furthermore, as we have already identified that the diversification is a vital aspect of any F2C-enabled smart environment scenario, this aspect is also applicable to the service concept. So, considering all potential issues in the F2C-enabled smart city scenario and also following the various characteristics and attributes of the services initially, we classify all F2C services according to five different aspects. Following are the considering aspects for the service classification: **Context of services** (i.e., governmental, educational, transport, etc. related services), **Service location** (from where the services are offered, i.e., cloud or fog), **Secure and Reliability** (i.e., based on the security preferences, services can be classified), **Data characteristics** (i.e., based on the amount of data processing requirement, services can also be classified),
and **Cost information** (i.e., based on the service offering cost, services can be further classified into chargeable or non-chargeable services). In Fig. 5.6(a), we presented the classification model for the services; those are involved in any F2C-enabled computing paradigm.

In earlier, we have identified that like any other service-based computing paradigm; services are also offered by executing some task(s) on the F2C-enabled smart system. Also, we have identified that, in any F2C-enabled smart system, the service characterization is the composite form of two steps, where the task classification is also essential to define the ‘Service-Task’ taxonomic model in any F2C-enabled smart environment scenario. So, similarly, tasks can also be classified according to their **Execution requirements** (i.e., network bandwidth capacity, time requirements, processor requirements, storage requirements, memory requirements, etc.) and their **Priority** (i.e., high, medium, or low). In the below, we represented the classification model for the F2C-task(s) in Fig. 5.6(b).

So, in case of any F2C-enabled smart system, by considering these two taxonomic models, it can be possible to build the ‘Service Model’ in F2C-enabled smart system. Also, considering the proposed taxonomic models, helping to gather full knowledge and information about the services. Most importantly, by adequately maintaining all these information, we can easily achieve to estimate the resource requirements for the whole system, and explicitly that might also help to identify the proper way to manage the system resources for providing the better services. Importantly, to validate our proposed resource management schema, we have given our most profound concerns to solve all the F2C resource-related issues. Therefore, developing and implementing the service model is out of the scope of this work.

### 5.1.3 Taxonomy-based resource description for F2C

The process of classification and characterization of F2C resources, not only helps to identify their attributes; also by accomplishing this process, the **Resource Categorization Sub-Module** generates a massive amount of data into the system. Moreover, it is worthy of organizing those data properly before storing it. However, organizing those data in the hierarchical F2C-enabled smart system might generate two different resource description model (i.e., Fig. 5.7). The initial one is the **Generalized resource description model** - for a single F2C resource, and the second one is the **Aggregated resource description model** - a combined form of the multiple F2C resources.

![Figure 5.7: Resource information sharing from Fog to Cloud: generalized to aggregated resource info](image)
5.1.3.1 Generalized resource description model:

Earlier, we explained that for joining into the F2C-enabled smart system, devices must have a specific entry point or 'software' or 'application'. By installing this specific software or application devices can participate in the F2C-enabled system. Interestingly, the devices have specific software or application are known as F2C resource and denoted as $R_{F2C}$. Other devices, those have not the 'software' or 'application', can also participate in the system by attaching to the F2C resources. Notably, considering the previously proposed F2C resource taxonomic model and all these facts, we have present the generalized resource description model for an F2C enabled-device, as follows:

$$R_{F2C} = \langle user\_name; device\_id; Device\_attributes: \langle Hardware\_components: \langle Storage\_information; Main\_memory\_information; Processor\_information; Power\_source\_information; GPU\_&\_FPGA\_information \rangle; Software\_components: \langle Apps\_&\_APIs: \langle F2C\_app: \langle cloud\_resource\_app; fog\_resource\_app \rangle; Other\_apps\_&\_APIs \rangle; Operating\_system \rangle; Network\_information: \langle Bandwidth\_information; Networking\_standards\_information \rangle; Resource\_type: \langle Physical\_device; Virtual\_device \rangle \rangle; IoT\_components\_&\_Attached\_components: \langle Sensors; Actuators; RFID\_tags; Other\_attached\_device\_components \rangle; Security\_\&\_Privacy\_aspects: \langle Device\_hardware\_security; Network\_security; Data\_privacy \rangle; Cost\_information: \langle Chargeable\_device; Non-Chargeable\_device \rangle; History\_\&\_Behaviors: \langle Participation\_role; Mobility; Life\_span; Reliability; Information\_of\_the\_device\_Location; resource\_sharing\_information \rangle \rangle \rangle$$

To share the resource information efficiently with other F2C enabled resources, we adopt the JSON language to make a standard and formatted description file. In Fig. 5.8, we represent the resource description file of an F2C enabled laptop, based on the JSON language. The description file contains the detailed information about the hardware (i.e., total and current available storage, RAM information), software (i.e., OS information, F2C app information, etc.), IoT and attached components (sensors and other connected device information), history & behavioural (i.e., current location information, participation role etc.) information of the F2C enabled laptop.
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5.1.3.2 Aggregated resource description model:

As shown in Fig. 5.7 several fog areas may be included in a smart city, each of them providing F2C services to the citizens. However, in each fog area, correct management of the whole set of resources is essential to make the overall system to be accurate and efficient. Unfortunately, since each fog area is built with distinct resources. Depending upon the amount of participating F2C resources, the overall capacity of processing, storage, power and networking techniques may differ for each fog area. Thus it is endowing each particular fog area with distinct characteristics and features. This scenario makes the management of all fog areas notably challenging, thus it creates a massive difficulties for building an efficient F2C system. To mitigate this problem, a clear description of the entire set of capacities and characteristics of each individual fog area is mandatory.

Previously we defined that, in the F2C system, devices those are sharing their resources can participate in the system as - 'Contributor', or 'Dichotomous'. Let’s consider Fig. 5.7 as an illustrative scenario to depict that cooperative scenario. We may see that ‘Fog Area1’, contains one leader fog node and two fog node devices (i.e., smartphone, laptop) along with other connected devices (i.e., printer, bulb etc.). Let’s consider that the two fog node devices and the leader fog node are participating in the system as ‘Dichotomous’. In this case, the two fog node devices are sharing their resource information with the leader fog node. Thus, once the leader fog node receives the resource information for the two fog node devices, it aggregates all the information along with its own resource components information to form the resource information for the particular fog area. Then, the

```json
{
    "user_name": "craax_user123",
    "device_id": 1187834576,
    "Device_attributes": {
        "Hardware_components": {
            "Storage_information_(in_MB)_": {
                "Total": 122880,
                "Available": 965890
            },
            "Main_Memory_information_(in_MB)_": {
                "Total": 32768,
                "Available": 13968
            },
            "Processor_information": {
                "Processor_maker": "Intel Core i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80GHz",
                "Available_percentage_of_processor": 90.7,
                "Processor_architecture": "X86_64"
            }
        },
        "Software_components": {
            "Operating_system": "Windows -10-10.0.16299-SP0",
            "Apps_&_APIs": {
                "F2C_app": "fog_resource_app",
                "Adobe Acrobat Reader DC",
                "AMD Software"
            }
        },
        "IoT_components_&_attached_components": {
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 5.8: The JSON-formatted resource description file for a F2C-enabled laptop: An example
leader fog node shares this aggregated information to the higher layer in the F2C architecture. To make it work an strategy to aggregate the resources information must be defined. To that end, next, we propose a generalized aggregated resource description model for the F2C system. We identify the aggregated resource description model as $aRD_{F2C}$, and its structure is described as following:

$$aRD_{F2C} = \langle \begin{array}{l}
\text{fog_node_id, fog_area_id;}
\text{total_number_of_the_attached_F2C_enabled_resources;}
\text{main_memory_capacity_info \_in\_MB;}
\text{\quad total_available_main_memory;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_highest_main_memory;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_lowest_main_memory;}
\text{\quad storage_capacity_info \_in\_MB;}
\text{\quad total_available_storage_size;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_highest_storage_size;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_lowest_storage_size;}
\text{\quad processor_info;}
\text{\quad processing_capacity_info \_in\_percentage;}
\text{\quad processing_capacity_info \_in\_percentage;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_highest_processing;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_lowest_processing;}
\text{\quad processor_core info \_number_of_cores;}
\text{\quad average_of_total_number_of_cores;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_highest_processor_core;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_lowest_processor_core;}
\text{\quad gpu_capacity \_in\_MB;}
\text{\quad total_available_gpu_capacity;}
\text{\quad F2C_enabled_resource_with_highest_gpu;}
\text{\quad F2C_enabled_resource_with_lowest_gpu;}
\text{\quad power_info_remaining_time \_in\_seconds;}
\text{\quad average_time_of_power_remain;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_highest_power_remain;}
\text{\quad F2C_resource_with_lowest_power_remain;}
\text{\quad IoT\_&\_other_attached_devices info;}
\text{\quad sensors_type_info;}
\text{\quad actuators_type_info;}
\text{\quad RFID_tag_type_info;}
\text{\quad other_attached_device_info;}
\text{\quad Security\_\&\_Privacy score;}
\text{\quad average_score_for_F2C_resource;}
\text{\quad F2C_enabled_resource_with_highest_score;}
\text{\quad F2C_enabled_resource_with_lowest_score;}
\rangle \rangle$}

By following this aggregated resource information, it can be easily drawn that it is quite different from the generalized resource description model of a single F2C resource. After getting all the resource information of a fog area, the leader fog node of the respective area is aggregating all of the information, and it is making an aggregated description file according to the upper mentioned model. The aggregated description file only contains the information about leader fog node id, fog area id, total number of fog nodes, the total capacity of main memory, storage, GPU etc., information about the highest and lowest main memory, storage, processing, GPU capacity of the F2C enabled fog node of the respective fog area and so on. Then after creating the aggregated resource information model, the leader fog node shares this information with the upper layer resources of the F2C paradigm. However, defining and designing both of these description models are giving us some dividend for adequately organizing the system resources information, as well as it is helping us to understand the overall computation capacity of any F2C-enabled system easily. Notably, following the proposed description models, in this thesis work and mF2C project [20], we are collecting the resource information for creating the information pool.
5.2 Integration of our proposals to the EU H2020 funded project

The H2020 European Union mF2C project has partially supported this research work. Therefore some of our proposals have been adopted and implemented in the mF2C project. The project is focused on designing and developing a hierarchical and decentralized management architecture for the fog-to-cloud scenario, which is intended to be secure, robust, scalable and efficient [220]. According to the project consortium members, the mF2C system intended to enabling a coordinated management solution for all the participating edge and cloud resource, with a view of optimizing services execution. The main component of the mF2C architecture is known as Agent. Deploying Agent on different computing nodes helps them to participate in the mF2C system. Notably, each Agent includes various set of functional blocks. In short, the mF2C management solution is a software suite to be deployed on the different devices willing to participate in mF2C. Interestingly, all those functional blocks have been split up into two different functional components: Agent Controller (AC), and Platform Manager (PM). The PM provides the high-level functionalities, responsible for inter-agent communications and can make decisions with a more global view. On the other hand, the AC functionalities have a more local scope, dealing with local resources and services [220].

![mF2C Agent](image1)

(a) mF2C Agent

![mF2C Micro Agent](image2)

(b) mF2C Micro Agent

**Figure 5.9:** Architectural diagram: (a) mF2C agent, (b) mF2C Micro Agent

From an architectural perspective, the set of mF2C devices are distributed to different hierarchical layers. Even their resource capabilities are different in nature. Considering this fact, the consortium members have realized to build different versions of Agent. Basically, Agent is the default version, which is used by most devices within the architecture. Whereas, the cloud resources are using a slightly modified version of the standard Agent, which is known as - Cloud Agent. While the simplified Micro Agent is designed for use in constrained devices (e.g. Raspberry Pi). Significantly, the consortium has partially adopted and implemented our proposals for building the default Agent in the system. In Fig. 5.9(a) & 5.9(b) we present their proposed architectural diagram for the mF2C Agent and Micro Agent. In both of these figures, we have marked the Categorization-Monitoring functional block with red coloured dotted rectangles. For developing this functional block, the consortium has been partially adopted our proposals. Precisely, by combining the concepts and functionalities of our proposed architectural module/sub-modules (i.e., Resource Categorization Sub-Module and Information Collector Module) the Categorization-Monitoring functional block has been developed in the mF2C project.
The Categorization-Monitoring functional block is an integral part of Resource Management block. The Categorization-Monitoring block is mainly responsible for collecting the available resource components (e.g., RAM, CPU/GPU, Disk, Power, bandwidth, etc.) information for the participating devices and continuously monitoring them. The collection of this information helps to classify all the mF2C devices properly. Eventually, continuous monitoring of the devices, helping the overall system to build a resource information pool. Thus, feeding up by this information, other functional blocks (i.e., Lifecycle Management, Recommender, etc.) are participating in managing the tasks and offering the services efficiently. Also, in the upper layer mF2C devices (e.g., cloud and fog), this Categorization-Monitoring block is in charge of aggregating the information of lower layer mF2C devices.

(a) Static resource information

(b) Monitoring dynamic resource information

(c) Aggregated Resource Information

Figure 5.10: Resource information of mF2C device: (a) Static Info, (b) Dynamic Info, (c) Aggregated Info

Therefore, for offering the resource monitoring of mF2C device and info aggregation services, we built this functional block by using some simple Python packages (e.g., psutil\(^2\), py-cpuinfo\(^3\) etc.), and finally we dockerized\(^4\) this functional block for working with other containerized functional blocks to build the whole mF2C Agent stack. In Fig. 5.10 we have presented the sample outcomes of the Categorization-Monitoring block. Where Fig. 5.10(a) shows the total resource components information (i.e., static resource information) of an mF2C device. While Fig. 5.10(b) presents continuous monitoring information (i.e., dynamic resource information), and Fig. 5.10(c) demonstrate the aggregated resource information (e.g., Fog-Area).

\(^2\)https://pypi.org/project/psutil/
\(^3\)https://pypi.org/project/py-cpuinfo/
\(^4\)https://www.docker.com/
Chapter 6: Information Collector Module

The main characteristic of the Information Collector Module is to continuously monitor the participating system resources in order to keep track of the total availability of the computational capability. Notably, by continuously observing the system resources and service-task executions, this module is responsible for capturing a massive amount of information and helping to build the information pool in the F2C continuum. Significantly, the creation of the proper information pool and secure distribution of this information pool are the essential requirements for defining and designing a proper resource selection and allocation process in the F2C paradigm. Thus for satisfying these requirements, in this chapter, we have proposed an architectural schema for securely store and distribute the information over the network. Finally, by performing some evaluation tests, we justified the effectiveness of our proposed schema.

6.1 Revealing research challenge and solution

In any large-scale F2C-enabled smart system (e.g., smart city), a massive amount of heterogeneous devices are working. Notably, before managing them, it is essential to know their characteristics and collect this information. Significantly, collecting the devices characteristics-related information, helping to build a resource information pool in the system. Interestingly, the resource information pool helps in the process of effectively handling the system resources in the F2C paradigm. However, continuous monitoring of the system resources is also an essential demand for managing them properly. Typically, continuous monitoring of all the participated resources is generating a massive amount of resource statistical data in the F2C-enabled system. Hence, this resource statistical data along with the characterization information of participating resources, making a more rigorous, enriched and extensive resource information pool. Following our proposed resource management framework (Fig. 4.1), it can easily comprehend that mainly the Resource Categorization Sub-Module, Resource Collector Sub-Module, and Perceptive Sub-Module are responsible for making this kind of exhaustive resource information pool in the F2C-enabled system. Also, following any large-scale F2C-enabled smart system it is easily realizable that, a massive

Figure 6.1: Revealing research challenge by development of Information Collector Module
amount of Edge-IoTs (e.g., sensor) are working in the system. They are also capturing various environmental events and generating a colossal amount of sensing-data. Similarly, like resource information, this sensing-data is also considered as one of the ingredients for running various applications to offer different services among the subscribers of any F2C-enabled system. Notably, both of these data are creating a massive information pool.

Importantly, by observing our proposed resource management architecture, it can be easily recognizable that development and functionalities of the Information Collector Module is implicitly revealing one crucial research challenge, which is described in Fig. 6.1. Typically, for any F2C-enabled smart system, secure distribution of the information pool is a necessary demand. Remarkably, the secure distribution of information pool over the network is ensuring to prominently supply the ingredients (i.e., data) for any services. Particularly, the secure distribution of information pool improves the service qualities for any latency-sensitive applications. Significantly, secure data distribution over the network helps to search the proper resources for allocation to execute some tasks and provide some services. Considering these facts, in the next sub-sections, we propose a secure DDB schema in a large-scale F2C-enabled smart system and explain how our proposal improves the overall system to provide the latency-sensitive situation-aware services among the subscribers effectively.

6.1.1 Proposed schema for secure data storing in F2C

There are many scenarios where the coordinated management of fog and cloud resources brings in substantial benefits, such as e-health, industry 4.0, smart transportation or smart cities, just to name a few. Particularly, latency-sensitive situation-awareness applications put together a broad set of highly demanding services with a significant impact on smart cities scenarios. In fact, through a vast deployment of smart systems and devices, cities are evolving towards an improved and sustainable living facility offering a much better quality of life by reducing environmental pollution and also solving many other issues [221]. Several efforts are already made aimed at building up smart solutions for improving life quality in modern cities. For example, authors in [222] proposed a methodology for using WSN technology for reducing air pollution in modern cities. In the proposed scenario, many resource-constrained devices at the edge collect data to measure air quality. These data, in a smart city context, must be processed near to the edge for adequately providing the latency-sensitive situation-aware services (e.g., traffic monitoring, fire emergency).

![Figure 6.2: F2C-based execution model for monitoring traffic and air quality in a Smart City scenario](image-url)
As described earlier, the coordinated management of cloud and fog resources may help to achieve that set of requirements, taking real-time decisions about the set of resources to use according to the real needs, be it at the cloud or the fog. Hence, when putting together the needs required by the envisioned highly demanding scenario and the features offered by the F2C model, we indeed notice that F2C may be an excellent management paradigm on which, a solution may rely on. For the sake of illustration, the proposed architectural solution is applied for air quality and traffic monitoring service in smart cities. Fig. 6.2 presents a topological approach of the tentative infrastructure required to deploy the air and traffic service on a city matching the F2C model. As shown in the picture, there are many quality measurement sensors and surveillance cameras geographically distributed over the city, aimed at measuring the air quality level and monitoring the traffic in real-time. Assisted by the surveillance cameras, information about the total number of vehicles moving in the city for a given time may also be collected. In practice, considering the volume of sensors and the volume of vehicles, a large volume of data is expected. Moreover, for a much better service experience in a smart city domain, it is necessarily required to share the captured data with existing local government organization (e.g., meteorological dept., traffic controlling dept., etc.) and also among the citizens. Unfortunately, processing and securely sharing this high volume of data in real-time is pretty difficult when considering that edge devices are resource-constrained systems with poor storage and processing capacities, mainly due to two key factors. First, it is evident that it can be an excellent candidate to handle these needs, but bandwidth limitations and large distances may make the cloud, as a standalone solution, not to be the ultimate one. Second, unreliable communication between edge devices and cloud brings additional complexity in the system while also increasing the chances for data losses.

### 6.1.1.1 Architectural schema & components of SFDDM

In order to alleviate all the upper-mentioned issues, we develop a modified F2C-based execution model, supported by an architectural schema named - Secure F2C Distributed Database Management system (SFDDM). The SFDDM mainly consists of three (3) layers (i.e., Cloud, Fog, and Edge-IoT) and six (6) types of architectural elements (i.e., Cloud Agent, F2C Controller, Leader Fog node, Control Area Unit, Normal Fog node, and Edge-IoT device), as discussed below. Notably, in Fig. 6.3 we use different colours of arrows for denoting the various communication purpose between the different architectural elements of SFDDM. For instance, the red coloured dotted arrow indicates the control plane communication between the Cloud Layer and Fog Layer resources. Whereas, the black coloured arrow indicates the data plane communication between the Control Area Unit (CAU) and F2C Controller. In that figure, we used the violet coloured to denote the communication between CAUs and Leader Fog node (LFn), and purple coloured arrow for presenting the communication between CAUs and Normal Fog node (NFN). Also, we use the grey coloured arrow to show the combined data and control plane communication between NFN and Edge-IoT devices.

**Cloud Layer includes Cloud Agent (ClA) and F2C Controller:** The Cloud Layer is considered as the most resource-enriched layer. It is the uppermost layer of our proposing architectural schema, as shown in Fig. 6.3. According to our schema, two-types of architectural elements are working in this layer, the F2C Controller and the Cloud Agent (ClA). The F2C Controller is the master node acting as a certificate authority providing authentication for distributed Control Area Unit (CAU) located at the edge of the network. F2C Controller gives authorization for security provisioning at the edge of the network to the distributed CAUs. Also, it acts as the data center node for our proposing distributed database-oriented architectural schema. On the other hand, ClA is the cloud node, which is basically a composite form of cloud resources. It is responsible for providing the various kind of cloud facilities, including the storage facilities for historical data. The F2C Controller has secure intercommunication with the ClA. Key details and functionalities of the F2C Controller and CAUs are further extended in next.
Fog Layer with Control Area Unit (CAU), Leader Fog node (LFn), and Normal Fog node (NFn): In the proposed architecture, the Fog Layer is mainly responsible for bringing the cloud facilities near to the edge of the network. According to the architecture schema shown in Fig. 6.3, this layer is a composite layer of two different sub-layers. The upper sub-layer is called as the Fog Manager Layer (FML). Another sub-layer resides below of the FML, referred to as the Fog Employee Layer (FEL). The FML sub-layer consists of two different architectural elements - the Control Area Unit (CAU) and the Leader Fog node (LFn). The CAUs are responsible for securely managing and storing the captured data, and whereas the LFns are responsible for bringing other cloud facilities near to the end-users. The FEL sub-layer elements are comparatively more resource-constrained than the FML sub-layer elements, known as Normal Fog node (NFn). The NFns act as the end-point or gateway for the Edge-IoT devices (e.g., sensor nodes). From a topological perspective, we may consider that in a modern F2C-enabled smart city scenario, several small areas may emerge to properly provide F2C services near to the edge of the network. These small areas are individually known as Fog Area (FA). In the proposed architectural schema, we consider that each fog area has one CAU and one LFn, respectively responsible for providing the security functionalities, storing the data near to the edge and managing other devices (i.e., NFn) within their scope.

Edge-IoT Layer consists of Edge-IoT devices: The Edge-IoT Layer is the bottom layer of the proposed architectural schema (Fig. 6.3), and consists of various kind of small Edge-IoT devices (e.g., sensor nodes, surveillance camera). These devices are responsible for both the continuous capturing of various environmental events (such as temperature sensing) and the execution of some actions (such as automatic fire extinguisher), according to some instructions.

Moreover, by recognizing the need for a robust data security management at edge devices, particularly in data-sensitive applications, the proposed architecture designs a distributed database cluster deployed on top of all CAUs and the F2C Controller. Next, we briefly describe the main security features of the proposed architectural schema.

6.1.1.2 Security services

The proposed data management security schema leverages the decoupled distributed security framework introduced in [223], briefly discussed in terms of its main components next:
F2C Controller: The F2C Controller resides at cloud and acts as the master node for the distributed CAUs deployed at the FML. The F2C Controller provides authentication, authorization, access control and secure channels for distributed CAUs. Once authorized, CAUs are responsible for providing security in their corresponding FAs.

Control-Area-Unit (CAU): The CAUs (deployed at the fog layer), are authenticated and authorized by the F2C Controller. CAUs are responsible for providing distributed authentication and access control, as well as for enabling the secure channels for their corresponding fog areas. Then, CAUs become trustworthy to act as distributed security controllers at other fog nodes (i.e., LFn and NFn) to provide the security requirements within their scope. CAUs provide security services for LFn, NFn and even other edge and IoT devices. All the CAUs are communicating with each other through a secure intercommunication channel. The CAUs, after being authenticated and authorized from the F2C Controller, can provide security at the edge without relying on the F2C Controller at the cloud.

In the proposed architectural schema, the communication between all CAUs, CAUs and F2C Controller, LFn and CAU, as well as NFn and CAU are implemented through transport layer security (TLS); hence all communications are handled through secure channels. CAUs are in charge of providing certificate authorities for their corresponding fog areas. Indeed, by using X.509 public-key certificates with the RSA cryptography algorithm, CAUs provide distributed authentication within their scope. Moreover, CAUs provide access control (Role-based) to the distributed database to prevent any unauthorized access. Finally, before storing the data, the CAUs encrypt the data by implementing the advanced encryption standard (AES), thus preventing any data leakage, eavesdropping, and any type of passive and active attack over the database.

6.1.2 Functionalities of our proposed schema

The set of expected services provided by the proposing SFDDM architectural schema relies on two algorithms (Algorithm 1 & 2). Algorithm 1 describes the data aggregation procedure, while Algorithm 2 describes the secure data storing and retrieving procedure in the proposing SFDDM schema. In both of these algorithms, MQs represents an array-list for saving the aggregated data. Whereas, in Algorithm 1 Qs represents an array-list for temporarily storing the raw captured data. We also consider that the raw captured data those have the same capture time (Ct) and capture location (Cl), store to the Qs for further processing. Likewise in Algorithm 2 we use MQr to denote the responded data packet. Primarily, MQs, Qs, and MQr are considered as individual empty array-list. In Algorithm 2 InV is an array-list for representing the index value. Initially, it also remains as an empty array-list.

In our envisioned scenario, considering latency-sensitive situation-awareness services in a smart city as an illustrative example, all Edge-IoT devices are responsible for both continuous capturing the different environmental events (i.e., air pollution measurement, passing vehicles counting) and generating (i.e., collecting) the data. Afterwards, once the data is generated, the Edge-IoT devices immediately send this data to their connected NFn. Once the NFn receives this data, it starts aggregating this data. To that end, the SFDDM solution adopts the statistical average method. Thus, based on the data context and with the help of data capturing time (Ct) and capturing location (Cl), the aggregation is being done. Most importantly, by doing so, it is possible to detect faulty data. Then the clean data packet is built for sending to the upper layer in the SFDDM architectural schema. At this step the Algorithm 1 stops working.

In order to store and retrieve the data, the Algorithm 2 is deployed. According to this algorithm, before sending or retrieving the data, all NFns must be authenticated, before sending the data packet to the CAU of their corresponding fog area. Once the authorized NFn gets the accessing permission from the corresponding CAU, then it can start sending the data packet (MQs). In order to ensure privacy and data integrity, we encrypt the (MQs), before storing it against the index value (InV = [Cl, Ct]). To that end, for retrieving the data, also all query makers (e.g., organizational centre, citizen) need to register themselves and claim the access permission from the CAU of their corresponding fog area. Once they get access permission, they can start querying for the desired data. When a CAU gets the query from the query makers, then the CAU starts looking for the data in the distributed database.
Algorithm 1 For preparing the aggregated data in a NFn

**Initial Consideration:** \( MQ_s = \emptyset, Q_s = \emptyset, C_l, C_t \)

1: procedure AGGREGATION_OF_DATA
2: Check the data sources for context
3: if contexts are same then
4: check the values of \( C_l \) and \( C_t \) for every data sources
5: if All the \( C_l \) and \( C_t \) are same then
6: Add all the data into \( Q_s \)
7: Perform data aggregation on \( Q_s \)
8: Estimate Mean, Median, and Mode of \( Q_s \)
9: Calculate the difference between Mode value and each data of \( Q_s \)
10: if difference > 1, for any data in \( Q_s \) then
11: Send alert sms to LFn and Add Estimated Mode value to the \( MQ_s \)
12: else Add the Estimated Mode value to the \( MQ_s \)
13: end if
14: else Add all the data in \( MQ_s \)
15: end if
16: else Add all the data in \( MQ_s \)
17: end if
18: end procedure

Algorithm 2 For Storing/Retrieving data

**Initial Consideration:** \( MQ_s = \emptyset, MQ_r = \emptyset, InV = \emptyset \)

1: procedure DATA_STORING/RETRIEVING
2: Check the authentication of NFn and register them, if not registered
3: **FIRST PHASE: For Storing Data**
4: Aggregate the data in NFn and insert it in \( MQ_s \), against the \( InV \)
5: Send the \( MQ_s \), and \( InV \) to CAU
6: Confirm the accessing permission of NFn for storing data in distributed DB
7: Encrypt the \( MQ_s \) and store it into the distributed DB (in a table) considering the \( InV \) value
8: **SECOND PHASE: For Retrieving data**
9: Confirm the accessing permission of NFn for retrieving data from distributed DB
10: Make the query from other NFn, considering the desired \( InV \) value and table name to the CAU
11: Then, CAU find the encrypted data from it’s database, and then decrypt the data and also put it in the \( MQ_r \)
12: CAU send the \( MQ_r \) to the NFn
13: end procedure
with the help of the mentioned InV. After finding the data from the distributed database cluster, the CAU decrypts the data and prepares the response packet (MQ$_i$) for sending to the query makers. Following this way, our schema securely delivers data to the query makers.

### 6.2 Performance Evaluation of the proposed schema

To evaluate the performance of our proposed architectural schema, we have configured our project testbed\cite{21} and emulated our schema. In addition, we have also used the Python-based simulation tool (YAFS\cite{224}) to generate the traditional Cloud-based and Edge/Fog-based execution models, in order to compare our performance with the traditional execution models. We have set up a prototype of the F2C-enabled smart city scenario in our research lab, where the Cloud Layer elements (i.e., F2C Controller and Cloud Agent) are hosted on a server with Intel Xeon family E5-2620 V4 series (clock speed @3GHz), 96GB RAM, 1TB Hard Drive, and running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux. In our experimental testbed, all the Fog Layer elements (i.e., CAUs, LFn and NFn) are relatively small computing devices: Raspberry Pi3 B+ models, running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux and with Cortex A53 @ 1.4GHz processor, 1GB SD-RAM, and 64GB micro-SD card. Similarly, we are hosting the LFn and NFn on some Raspberry Pi Zero models, working with 1GHz single-core CPU, 512MB RAM and, for storage purposes, we are using 8GB microSD for each of the LFn and NFn. For storing the captured data and securely distributing it over the network, we are creating a distributed database cluster over all the CAUs and F2C Controllers. For that purpose, we are using the containerized Apache Cassandra (Dockerized-Cassandra). Tests have been performed implementing the multi-datacenter, multi-node based Cassandra cluster over the considered distributed schema. Security in our proposing schema has been ensured by implementing the aforementioned security functionalities. Similarly, we have customized the YAFS simulator to create the traditional cloud-based and fog-based smart city scenario, considering the same resources specification (i.e., RAM size, CPU specs., bandwidth), in order to compare with our proposed schema. For, cloud-based and traditional edge/fog based execution model, we are permanently storing the data in the cloud. Whereas, in the traditional edge/fog based model, before permanent storing of the data, the fog nodes are caching and processing this data for a limited amount of time. The feasibility of our schema has been validated performing the test over several amounts of distinct data packets. Individually, the average size of each of the packet is 30kB. By imitating the smart city scenario, we understand that at the edge of the network, the communication bandwidth is reduced. In our proposed schema, we consider the maximum connection speed between Edge-IoT devices and the NFn is 2 MBps. Similarly, the maximum connection speed between NFn and LFn/CAUs is 5-7 MBps. Moreover, the maximum connection speed between different FML's architectural elements (e.g. LFn and CAUs) and also with the cloud layer's element is 11 MBps. A thorough observation at any smart city scenario, easily shows that bandwidth utilization is one of the most critical issues to manage. Considering this requirement, we perform our first evaluation test to show the performance of our proposed schema.

#### 6.2.1 Bandwidth utilization: Cloud vs Fog vs SFDDM

SFDDM aggregates the raw captured data in the NFn, before being sent to the distributed database. After that, the aggregated data is sent to be stored in the distributed database, located at the FML. Eventually, this reduces the overall bandwidth utilization for our proposing schema. In addition, as the distributed database cluster is residing near to the edge, it also reduces the data transmission time for storing the data into the database. In Fig. \[6.4\] we present the performance evaluation of our model. Here, the deep magenta coloured line represents the performance of the SFDDM schema, and the green coloured line and the red coloured line represent the performance of fog-based and cloud-based execution model, respectively. We observe that our model reduces the data packet transmission time by approximately 33% compared to the cloud-based execution model and approximately 44%
compared to the traditional fog/edge-based execution model. By performing this test, it is clearly shown that the traditional fog/edge-based execution model is the unsuitable candidate for transmitting data into the datacenter. In the traditional fog/edge-based execution model, the datacenter is located in the cloud and to store the captured data it needs to pass through the fog/edge layer. That added some extra time for transmitting the data for the fog/edge-based execution model.

6.2.2 Query response time: Cloud vs Fog vs SFDDM

We consider two different cases to measure the query response time. In the first case (Fig. 6.5(a)), we consider that the data source and the query makers (i.e., organizational centre or citizen) are within the same scope (i.e., same fog area). In the second case (Fig. 6.5(b)), we consider the query for searching the data is made either from a remote area or from a different scope (i.e., different fog areas).

In the first case (Fig. 6.5(a)), we have found that, since the data is residing within the same scope, the query response time for the normal fog-based execution model and our SFDDM schema is quite similar; however, the query response time at cloud is extremely high. Interestingly, in the second case (Fig. 6.5(b)), we have found that our schema performs much better than the regular fog-based execution model. As the SFDDM has the distributed database near to the edge, the data is dispersed and therefore, closer to the edge of the network. However, in case
of the normal fog-based execution model, the query has travelled through the upper layer (e.g., cloud layer), so this usually takes a long time and degrades the performance for normal fog-based execution model. The traditional cloud-based execution model again has higher response time because the data is residing far from the query makers.

### 6.2.3 Data loss: Cloud vs Fog vs SFDDM

Finally, we measure the data loss. To that end, we consider the same two cases for some video streaming applications in a smart city scenario. In the first experiment (Fig. 6.6(a)), the data (image) source node (which hosts the surveillance camera) and the monitoring node (i.e., organizational centre) are residing within the same scope (i.e., in the same fog area), and in the second case (Fig. 6.6(b)), both nodes are residing in different scopes (i.e., in different fog areas). For both cases, we found that our SFDDM schema provides better performance than either traditional cloud-based or fog-based execution models. Indeed, implementing the distributed security functionalities and database near to the edge is guaranteeing a better performance for our SFDDM schema. Our proposed SFDDM provides enhanced features and performance for any latency-sensitive situation-awareness applications in any F2C-enabled smart system. By performing some tests, we have measured the performance of the SFDDM schema and compared with those in the cloud-based and fog-based schema. Notably, this research work is presented as the primary steps for making an efficient and secure F2C-based system. By developing this schema, we have already advanced for addressing secure data distribution-related issues. Thus, by accomplishing this work, we also able to design an effective way for securely collecting and storing the data through the overall system. Significantly, by ensuring all of the aforementioned facilities, SFDDM massively helps the Information Collector Module for working efficiently in our proposed resource management framework. Eventually, that also help to build a more secure, advanced and enriched information pool in the F2C-enabled smart system; which ease the process of appropriate resource searching and mapping.
Chapter 7: Adaptive Resource Allocator Module

The Adaptive Resource Allocator Module is the main module in our proposed resource management schema, which is responsible for selecting and allocating the appropriate resources for executing some tasks. This module has the capability for intelligently and adaptively scheduling the tasks among the available system resources. Notably, this module enables the scope for implementing the machine learning operations in the resource selection and allocation process to the F2C paradigm. Thus, by discussing the architectural and functional aspects of the Adaptive Resource Allocator Module, initially in this chapter, we thoroughly present the smart way of the resource selection and allocation process in F2C paradigm. Considering the large scale F2C-enabled system, we realize that in any F2C-enabled system, all the machine learning operations can be done in different ways. Importantly, in this chapter, we propose two different approaches for implementing the machine learning operations in the F2C paradigm to intelligently select and allocate the appropriate resources for executing some tasks and provide the services. Later on, in this chapter, we also present the experimental results for validating our proposals.

7.1 Architectural and Functional details of Adaptive Resource Allocator Module

Adaptive Resource Allocator Module is one of the core modules for our proposed resource management framework. According to the service-task requirements, this module is responsible to find-out the best-fitted available resource(s) for executing the requested task(s) in the F2C-enabled system. Thus, the main job of this module is to build an advanced resource allocation technique in the F2C-enabled smart system. However, the resource allocation process heavily depends upon the suitability matching between the requested task requirements and available system resources. Also, the resource allocation process relies upon the selection of best-fitted resource(s).

![Adaptive Resource Allocator Module Diagram]

Figure 7.1: Research challenges addressing by Adaptive Resource Allocator Module
However, in any large-scale and distributed smart computing system (e.g., F2C-enabled smart city), on-demand resource allocation is a critical process and one of the most crucial steps for designing an advanced and intelligent resource management mechanism [203]. Especially, proper allocation of available system resources based on their current and future demand for executing some computational tasks is a challenging job. In order to address this issue, many researchers proposed different techniques [204]–[206], which can be classified into two approaches: reactive and predictive [165]. According to these researchers, in the case of reactive resource allocation approaches, the current state of resources has to be measured before allocating them. Whereas in the case of predictive approaches, the system can priorly forecast the computational load and the overall performance of system resources before allocating them [166]. In a predictive approach, the system can measure the performance and computational load of system resources priorly; so this approach explicitly helps for designing a better and intelligent resource management mechanism [167]. Thus, to perform some sort of forecasting operation, it is necessary to design a schema of Machine Learning (ML) based resource management mechanism. Eventually, that would help the overall system to be more intelligent and advanced.

Considering all these aspects, in our proposed resource management architecture, we designed and developed the Adaptive Resource Allocator Module. This functional architectural module is mainly responsible for selecting the best-fitted resource(s) to execute some task(s), based upon the prior experiences. Notably, we found that this module has been evolved to address three different research challenges of the resource allocation procedure in F2C paradigm. In Fig. 7.1, we described those three challenges as follows: 1. Selection of best-fitted resources according to their calculated rank; 2. Allocation of best-fitted resource(s) to execute some task(s), and 3. Prediction of resource usage (e.g., RAM, CPU, Disk usage, etc.) and performance (task execution time) for re-evaluate the resource rank to choose the best-fitted resources. Typically, to address the first two challenges in this thesis work, we have already adopted some of the existing strategies (e.g., [185], [225], [226]), which have been discussed earlier. Essentially, by following the architecture of F2C-enabled system, we realized that the prediction-based re-evaluation of resource ranking is a very complex work and challenging issue, which need to be addressed properly. Hence, in this work, we have given our intense focus to solve the third challenge.

![Figure 7.2: Prototype of F2C-enabled execution model in a smart city domain](image)
diagram of F2C-enabled smart city scenario. Notably, F2C is an emerging computational platform. Like as many other modern computing platforms (e.g. cloud, Grid); performs the ML-based resource allocation technique is an essential demand for designing an adaptive resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system. Vitaly, ML technology relies on training the prediction model with a large amount of historical data. Alternatively, in case of unavailability of these data, models can be learning on-the-fly, understanding that in initial stages, the prediction will not be that accurate but will improve with the time and system use. In this case, such learning can be done in two ways; either in the logically centralized location or distributedly near to the data sources locations. Truly, both of these techniques have several advantages and disadvantages in terms of computation, resource consumption, service latency, data privacy etc. So, considering all of these facts, in this thesis work, we have decided to investigate further on these two techniques. Importantly, we have already implemented the multi-node, multi-datacenter based secure DDB cluster over the FML and cloud resources. So, all the required data has been distributed over the cluster. Thus in the first technique, we assume that by taking the advantages of secure DDB cluster, FML and Cloud resources can both perform ML operations. For the seek of simplification, in that case, we consider the ML operations have been performed in the logically centralized location. Whereas, in other technique, we assume that, all the F2C resources (e.g., cloud, FML, and FEL resources) can able to perform the ML operations with the help of their local data. In that scenario, with the assistance of global coordinations, all the F2C resources can able to perform the ML operations distributedly near to the data sources. Typically, we called the first technique as the Cluster-based logically centralized approach for forecasting resource usage and performance, whereas in the second technique we named it as the Collaborative learning-based approach for forecasting resource usage and performance. Later on, we have given our focus for identifying how these two techniques can help design the advanced and sophisticated Adaptive Resource Allocator Module in our proposed resource management framework.

7.1.1 Resource selection and allocation procedure

Before continuing the investigation on the topic of different techniques for performing the ML operations to improve the resource allocation, it is relevant to define how the resource selection and allocation process can be made in F2C paradigm. Typically, the resource allocation process heavily depends upon the suitability matching between the requested task requirements and available system resources. Also, the resource allocation process relies upon the selection of best-fitted resource(s). Therefore, the calculation of suitability matching score is a crucial step before allocating the suitable resource. Considering this fact and similarly like the work, we adopted the Student Project Allocation (SPA) problem to calculate the match score \( \gamma_r \) of the resources. After that, for selecting the best-fitted resource(s), we calculate their rank. For that purpose, we consider a cost-model [225], to determine the global cost information \( c_r \) of the system resources. Then, by endorsing the multi-criteria decision analysis-based Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method [226], and considering the match score \( \gamma_r \) and the global cost information \( c_r \), we compute the rank of the resources \( R_r \). Finally, based on the rank of the resources \( R_r \), we allocate them to execute some tasks. The following steps are performed for allocating the system resources:

Step 1: Search for local resources; if they do satisfy the request, then stop searching (the resources have been found); otherwise perform the next steps.

Step 2: Request to the nearest Fog Manager Layer (FML) or Cloud resource for searching the appropriate resources; FML or Cloud resource, looks to the distributed database (DDB) cluster in search of appropriate resources.

Step 3: In the DDB cluster calculate the matching score; using the SPA algorithm, the available resources can be grouped and classified into three categories: highly match, moderate match, and low match, as:

\[
\text{matching} \_\text{score} : \quad \gamma_r = [3, 2, 1]
\]
Step 4: Considering the global cost information and matching score determine the rank of resources; endorsing the TOPSIS method and considering the global cost information, calculate the ranking for each resource, as:

\[(resource\_rank) = R_r = (y_r, c_r)\]

Step 5: Based on the rank choose the appropriate resource; based on the ranking \(R_r\), the appropriate resource must be chosen for the mapping with the requested service.

7.2 Cluster-based logically centralized approach for forecasting resource usage and performance

For the sake of better understanding the prediction mechanism in the F2C paradigm, we have already depicted the thorough architectural schema in Fig. 7.3. The presented architecture is an initiatory approach for building a prediction-based resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm. As the F2C is still in a development stage, there are many opportunities for improvement. For example, to build a prediction-based resource allocation technique in the F2C paradigm, we have introduced many components (i.e., Smart Cache, Task Scheduler) in our architecture, but confirming the final placement of these components and the coordination among them is still a challenging job. Certainly, to improve the proposed architecture, that challenge (and many other) needs to be addressed. In this work, we propose the initial version of the F2C architectural schema for performing the prediction process to the FML or Cloud resources. According to our proposing architecture (Fig. 7.3), similarly like as cloud layer resources, also the FML resources (i.e., mainly LFn and CAU) can involve in the forecasting process to predicting resource usage and execution time for upcoming computational tasks. By thorough observation of Fig. 7.3, it can be easily recognized that the communication purpose of various components is different. Therefore, in that figure, we used different colour arrows to denote that. Notably, the brief description of the communication purposes has been described in that figure. In this section by following the proposed architectural schema (Fig. 7.3), we are going to briefly describe the various components of F2C resource, which are potentially involved in the forecasting/prediction process. Then, by briefly discussing the prediction/forecasting process in F2C paradigm, we are going to explain how the F2C resources can be adequately allocated for executing some tasks.

7.2.1 F2C resource components: Involved for predicting resource usage and performance

We earlier described that the F2C is a hierarchical, combined and distributed computing platform. Interestingly, in the F2C paradigm, many components are working together to achieve higher accuracy for predicting resource usage and execution time, what might lead to building an intelligent and proper resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm. Next, we focus on those resource components briefly.

**Smart Cache**  This is the core component, which is involved in forecasting/predicting resource usage and performance. It consists of two sub-components *Trainer component* and *Predictor component*. The job of the *Trainer component* is to build and train the machine learning (ML) model, whereas the *Predictor component* is responsible for forecasting the resource usage and performance assisted by the trained model. In our proposed architecture, as the CIA and LFn are responsible for performing some computational tasks and controlling other F2C resources, so it is pretty much evident that the Smart Cache is an integral part of these two kinds of F2C resource components.

**Task Scheduler**  Based on the prediction result and following the requested computational task information, this component helps to choose and allocate the appropriate F2C resource(s) for performing the task(s). Basically,
it is a provisioning component, which helps to find out the suitable F2C resource for executing the requested task(s). Similarly, like as the Smart Cache component, it is also residing inside the CIA and LFn and assisting them to choose the proper F2C resources for executing some requested tasks.

**Aggregation Manager** As the name suggested, this component is in charge of aggregating the current state information and behavioural information of F2C resources and sending that aggregated information to the nearest DDB cluster node (i.e., CAU, F2C Controller). With the help of the Aggregation Manager component, F2C resources can aggregate the monotonous sensing-data and helping to store them to the distributed database for further analysis.

**Information Collector** This component is a kind of monitoring component, which is responsible for continuously collecting the host resource information and also collecting the captured sensing-data from the attached Edge-IoT devices.

Besides all of these resource components, the fact of keeping and distributing the data over the network (i.e., implementing the distributed database over the F2C controller and CAUs) will improve the prediction procedure, also eventually helping to speed-up the resource allocation procedure in the F2C paradigm.

### 7.2.2 Prediction-based resource management mechanism: Steps for forecasting and allocating the F2C resource

For any modern computing platform (i.e., fog computing) predicting the system resource usage and performance is the initial footprint to design an intelligent and proper resource provisioning and management mechanism. By considering this fact, in Fig. 7.4, we present a flow-chart diagram to show the process of prediction-based resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm. As we have already designed a secure DDB cluster over the
cloud and FML resources, so by retrieving the data from the cluster, both the cloud and FML resources can perform the ML techniques. In pursuance of simplification, in that case, we consider the ML operations are performing in the logically centralized location (i.e., cluster node - FML or Cloud). Notably, following any smart computing platform and considering all the challenges for defining the proper and smart resource management mechanism of our proposed F2C paradigm, we understand that the type of target classes (e.g., RAM usage, CPU usage, task execution time) are known to us. Since the type of target classes for prediction are known, we adopted the supervised machine learning technique, to predict the resource usage and execution time for upcoming requested tasks.

**Figure 7.4:** Workflow for Forecasting-based resource allocation
Typically, the dataset is a vital ingredient for the ML techniques. So before designing and training the ML model for forecasting future behaviour and states of the system resources, it is indispensable to either clean-up or process the available dataset and finds out the relevant categories of data. More precisely, it is necessary to identify all the features which have an impact on the target variable. From the relevant set of existing techniques for selecting the relevant features, we adopted the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix [228] for identifying the relevant features, which have a high impact on the target classes (e.g., RAM usage, CPU usage, task execution time). The Pearson correlation coefficient \( r_{xy} \) for some given paired data (e.g., \((x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\)) is described as follows:

\[
 r_{xy} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}} 
\]

where \( n \) is the sample size; \( x_i, y_i \) are the individual sample points indexed with \( i \); and \( \bar{x}, \bar{y} \) are sample mean. In the proposed F2C architecture, as the data is distributed over the CAUs and the F2C Controller, it is relevant to perform the data filtering process in the CAUs and F2C Controller. After that, the filtered data is transferred to LFn and ClA for performing the prediction process. In our F2C paradigm, LFn and ClA both have a particular component (i.e., Smart Cache) for performing this prediction process.

After getting the filtered data, based on some existing ML technique, the Smart Cache (more precisely Trainer component) build a trained ML model for predicting the upcoming/newly requested tasks. Then, based on this trained ML model, the Predictor component forecasts both the system resource usage \((Ru_p')\) and execution time \((Ex_p')\) for the available F2C resources, in order to perform the newly requested task. Then, before allocating the newly requested task (considering the predicted resource usage \((Ru_p')\) and execution time \((Ex_p')\)), the Task Scheduler component calculate the individual ranking (i.e., \(R_e = (Ru_p', Ex_p')\)) for all the available F2C resources and after that, it (i.e., Task Scheduler) chooses the best possible ranked \((R_e)\) resource for executing the newly requested task. Once the task has been allocated and performed, the monitoring component (as earlier described all F2C resources (i.e., ClA, LFn and NFn) have a special kind of monitoring component, referred to as Information Collector), collects the actual resource usage and complete task execution time information. Then with the help of Aggregation Manager and Local Buffer, it sends this information to the nearest node (i.e., CAU or F2C Controller) of the distributed database cluster. Significantly this information improves the accuracy level to choose the best-fitted resource for executing the next upcoming task.

### 7.2.3 Performance Evaluation: For Cluster-based logically centralized approach

Building the ML-based prediction model and improving its accuracy-level is the initial step for designing a proper and smart resource management mechanism in any computing paradigm. So, considering that fact in this work, we focus on building an accurate ML-based prediction model and evaluating its performance in our considering F2C domain. For that purpose, we already configured our project testbed [21] for performing some tests and evaluate the accuracy of our proposing ML-based mechanism. Then taking a vast amount of images, we execute some simple image-recognition application [229] in the F2C resources (except CAUs and F2C Controller), to generate the raw dataset\(^1\) for predicting the resource usage and execution time in the F2C paradigm.

In our research lab, we have set up a prototype of the F2C-enabled smart city scenario, where the Cloud Layer elements (i.e., F2C Controller and Cloud Agent) are hosted on a server with Intel Xeon family E5-2620 V4 series (clock speed @3GHz), 96GB RAM, 1TB Hard Drive, and running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux. The Fog Layer resources (i.e., CAUs, LFn and NFn) are relatively small computing devices, and following Fig. 7.2 it can be easily seen that the number of participating fog layer resources are quite higher than the cloud layer resources. Most importantly, they are hugely diverse [230]. For that reason and to avoid the unnecessary resource shortage issues, we created a significant number of VMs (approx.~32) in two relatively high-end computing machines.

\(^1\)https://gitlab.com/data-snoopers/appload
The specification of every VM is mostly different from others. Some VMs are relatively a bit resource-enriched, and some are not so. In our testbed, we considered those resource-enriched VMs as the FML sub-layer resources (i.e., CAUs and LFn) and except them, all others are considered as NFn resources. All fog layer resources are running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux. We implemented a distributed database cluster over all the CAUs and F2C Controller. For that purpose, we are using the containerized Apache Cassandra (Dockerized-Cassandra). Tests have been performed implementing the multi-datacenter, multi-node based Cassandra cluster over the considered distributed schema.

From the observation of a smart city scenario, one can easily understand that at the edge of the network, the communication bandwidth is reduced. Considering this fact, in our proposed schema, we limited the maximum connection speed between Edge-IoT devices and the NFn to 2 MBps. Likewise, the maximum connection speed between NFn and LFn/CAUs is 5-7 MBps. Moreover, the maximum connection speed between different FML’s architectural elements (e.g., LFn and CAUs) and also with the cloud layer’s element is 11 MBps. A thorough observation at any smart city scenario, quickly shows that bandwidth utilization is one of the most critical issues to manage. Considering this setup, we perform the tests to validate the effectiveness of our proposing architectural schema.

7.2.3.1 Dataset generation for train the ML model:

(a) Performance/Execution time prediction
(b) RAM usage prediction
(c) CPU usage prediction

Figure 7.5: Feature Selection for: (a) Performance/Execution time prediction, (b) RAM usage prediction, (c) CPU usage prediction
We earlier identified that cleaning the raw dataset and filtering the appropriate data is the primary step for performing some ML technique. According to our proposed architecture, this process is done on CAUs or F2C Controller. As our main goal is to predict the performance of F2C resources, first we filter our collected raw dataset, using the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix to find out those features having a strong influence for predicting the task execution time. After filtering the raw dataset, we may conclude that in our experiment, task execution time is critically dependent on the RAM related information (i.e., Total RAM size and RAM usage) of the system resources. Also, it is minorly correlated with the CPU information (i.e., CPU clock speed) of F2C resources. In Fig. 7.5(a) we represented the Pearson correlation heatmap for showing the correlation of all other independent variables with the output variable: execution time (i.e., Total_time_for_prediction_the_image_(Seconds)). Following that figure (Fig. 7.5(a)) and considering the general scaling of correlation values [231], it can be easily concluded that the task execution time has a moderate negative correlation with RAM features of F2C resources (i.e., TotalRAM size and RAM usage). Also, the task execution time has a minor positive correlation with CPU information (i.e., CPU clock speed).

For any computing system, the task execution time is strongly related to the system resources [163]. Hence, we can conclude that before designing an intelligent and proper resource management mechanism for the F2C system, it is pretty relevant to predict the resource usage for the available system resources, what would implicitly help to reduce the resource consumption of the whole F2C system. From the earlier experiment, as we found that the task execution time is significantly correlated with the RAM related information of an F2C resource; so we perform the same procedure (i.e., Pearson correlation coefficient) to identify the features which have strongly correlated with RAM usage information. In Fig. 7.5(b) we presented the heatmap to understand which features are strongly correlated with RAM usage. Interestingly, we found that CPU usage and task execution time both have a very high positive correlation with the RAM usage of F2C resources. So, then we also follow the same procedure to identify all the features; those have a strong correlation with the CPU usage of F2C resources. In Fig. 7.5(c) we depicted the heatmap to identify all the features which correlate with the CPU usage of F2C resources.

Surprisingly we found that the Storage information (i.e., Disk I/O) of F2C resources, has not any significant correlation with the task execution time, RAM usage and CPU usage information. So then we assume that it is worthily to predict the RAM usage, CPU usage and task execution time for designing a proper and intelligent resource management mechanism for the F2C system. To that end, according to our proposed F2C model, after this filtering process, the cleaned and filtered data must be transferred/copied to the LF or CIA for further processing.

### 7.2.3.2 Resource usage and performance prediction accuracy:

Following the F2C paradigm, we understand that, due to the resource-constrained nature of fog layer resources, it is very much tough for them to perform some additional heavy computation work for prediction. For that reason, it is necessary to choose an appropriate and low computation complexity-based ML technique for our F2C paradigm. As the linear regression ensures to consume less amount of resources for performing [232], so to predict the resource usage and performance of the F2C resources, we adopted the multivariate linear regression ML technique [233]. Based on this ML techniques, we build and train the ML model for predicting the resource usage and execution time in our F2C paradigm. Importantly, evaluating the accuracy of the prediction model is highly necessary to justify the effectiveness of our proposed architectural schema. For that purpose, we calculate cost function value \( J(\Theta) \) to evaluate the prediction quality, as follows:

\[
J(\Theta) = J(\theta_0, \theta_1, ..., \theta_n) = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (h_\theta(x^{(i)}) - y^{(i)})^2
\]  

(7.2)

Where \( m \) is the number of sample data, \( h_\theta(x) \) is the hypothetical value, which has been predicted by our ML model and \( y \) is the actual value. Now, to build more accurate prediction model for our F2C paradigm, we adopted the gradient descent algorithm [234] to reduce the value of the cost function \( J(\Theta) \).
It has been earlier mentioned that before choosing the appropriate resource for executing the newly requested task, it is pretty relevant to predict/forecast the execution time for the newly requested task, and resource usage (e.g., RAM and CPU usage) of the available F2C resources. For that purpose, we already built and trained our ML model for predicting the execution time and future resource usage. Then, we perform some tests to validate the efficiency of our model. In Fig. 7.6(a), 7.6(b) & 7.6(c) we present the test results (i.e., predicted vs actual) to show the accuracy of our ML model for predicting the resource usage and future task execution time in F2C paradigm.

During our experiments, we found that initially, the cost function values of our ML model were a bit higher. Initially, the difference values for all the three cases (e.g., RAM usage, CPU usage, and execution time prediction) were approx. ~ 4%, 13% & 8% respectively. So then, to reduce the error (i.e., cost function value) and build a more accurate prediction model, we adopted the Multivariate Gradient Descent algorithm to train the predictive functions of our ML model (i.e., more precisely, the theta (Θ) parameters of the hypothesis function ($h_\theta(x)$)). After performing some iteration of training, we have seen that our training model can accurately predict the resource usage (e.g., RAM usage and CPU usage) and also the execution time for the F2C resources. In Fig. 7.7(a), 7.7(b) & 7.7(c) we represent the accuracy evaluation for our prediction model. We found that for all three cases (i.e., RAM usage, CPU usage, execution time) almost after hundred (100) iterations of training, our ML model is able to accurately perform and reduce all the three cost function values\(^2\) (e.g., for RAM usage, CPU usage, execution time) to 1.8%, 7% & 4.6% respectively.

\(^2\)https://github.com/resourceusageds/prediction
By performing all these operations, we ensure the accuracy of our predicting model in the F2C paradigm. Most importantly, an accurate prediction helps to choose the best-fit resources for the upcoming tasks and also eventually helps to design a proper resource management mechanism for the F2C paradigm. Surprisingly, in our experiment, we have found the disk I/O information has not too much impact on predicting the execution time. We generated the raw dataset by executing a single type of application (e.g., image-recognition), so it might happen that, for executing this application the disk I/O is not so influencing for changing the task execution time. So, in future, it is necessary to execute other kinds of applications and investigate the correlational value between the task execution time and disk I/O. As this work is the initial step to building the prediction based resource management mechanism in the F2C paradigm, we assumed that measuring and predicting the network I/O is out of scope for this work.

7.3 Collaborative learning-based approach for forecasting resource usage and performance

One of the key features of any F2C-enabled smart system is to offer better utility experiences in case of latency-sensitive situation-aware services. For that purpose, it is essential to distribute intelligence capacity over the whole network of the F2C system. Thus, in the raised of sudden environmental events, the system can make smart decisions and adequate actions. Importantly, the intelligence of any system strengthens by learning from the previous observation and accurate prediction of the future. Notably, spreading intelligence over the whole network means engaging the participating system resources into the learning and prediction process with global
coordination. That means, all the system resources can participate in this integrated process, and initially build their prediction model by processing over their local data. Then, the global prediction model builds by aggregating all these local models. Adopting this collaborative process not only helps to build a more accurate prediction model and reduce decision latency, but also ensure the data locality and privacy policies in any F2C-enabled smart system.

### 7.3.1 Architectural Description: Collaborative prediction mechanism in F2C

![Collaborative learning procedure in F2C](image)

Figure 7.8: Collaborative learning procedure in F2C

Following any smart computing platform, it is easily recognizable that precisely two types of data are essential for executing some tasks and efficiently provide the various smart services. These two types of data are resources statistical data and collected data from various environmental events (e.g., sensing-data). The resource statistical data is sensitive for the system resources control, and sharing these data can disclose the privacy of such resources. Notably, continuous monitoring of the system resources and collection of the resource statistical data can explicitly help to manage the system resources adequately. Ultimately, that leads to building a useful resource allocation mechanism for executing some tasks and offer better services in the F2C-enabled smart system. On the other hand, the nature of continuously generated sensing-data is more open, and these data are one of the essential ingredients for any smart services. Most importantly, sharing and distributing this sensing-data over the network is mostly needed for running various applications to offer different latency-sensitive situation-aware services. For that reason, similarly, like our previous work [235], here we also deployed a secure, clustered and distributed database over the FML and cloud resources.

Resources statistical data is essential to build the prediction model for adequately managing the F2C system resources. However, sharing this information can breach current data-privacy policies (e.g., GDPR). Considering this fact, we adopt the collaborative ML concept [199] in our system. Fig. 7.8 depicts the incorporation of the collaborative ML technique in the F2C-enabled smart system. Initially, a global prediction model ($M_0$) has been built into the cloud layer. Then, the initial global model is broadcasted all over the network. The green lines in the figure denote the broadcasting of the global model. Then, every fog resources start processing the local instance of the global model with their own local and private data. After a given time ($i$), the locally updated model is uploaded to the upper layer for further aggregation to build the new global model. In Fig. 7.8, the red lines denote the FA model uploading process, and the grey lines suggest the FEL model uploading process. In the F2C-enabled smart system, aggregating of predicting model is a two-step process. In the first step, for a particular FA, all the locally updated prediction model of FEL resources ($m_j^i$) are aggregating with the locally updated model of corresponding FML resource to build the FA locally aggregated model ($M_{w^i}$). Whereas, in the second step, all $M_{w^i}$ have been collected and aggregated to the cloud layer for making the new global prediction model ($M_i$). The algorithm [3] explains the process of collaborative ML technique in the F2C-enabled smart system. We have adopted the FedAvg technique [236] for aggregating the local models.
Algorithm 3 FedAvg-based model training and update process

**Initial State:** generate parametrized global model $M_0$

1: **procedure** Updated_Prediction_Model_Creation
2:   **Fog Area (FA) side:**
3:     **foreach** FA, distribute the $M_0$ among FML resources
4:       **end for**
5:     **each** FA, consist of $\sum_{r=0}^{i} r_n$ no. of FEL resources
6:     **foreach** FA, distribute the $M_0$ to its FEL resources
7:     **foreach** FML & FEL resources, perform the local model update for $i$ time
8:       Generate local $m_{j}^{i}$, where $j$ means no. of locally updated model by FEL resources
9:       Upload $m_{j}^{i}$ to the corresponding FML resource
10:   **end for**
11:   **end for**
12:   **foreach** FA, FML resource aggregate all of its corresponding FEL resource’s $m_{j}^{i}$ along with its own updated model, then using FedAvg mechanism and generate $M_{w}^{i}$, where $i$ denotes the given time for model update and $w$ denotes the FA no.
13:   **end for**
14:   **foreach** FA, FML resource store its own aggregated model to the distributed DB cluster
15:   **end for**
16:   **Cloud-side:** make Query for all $M_{w}^{i}$
17:   Further aggregate all $M_{w}^{i}$ using FedAvg mechanism
18:   Generate new global model $M_{i}$ and replace old $M_0$
19:   **repeat** From step 2 to 13 with updated global model ($M_{i}$), until accuracy reached to a certain threshold value
20:   **end procedure**
Fig. 7.9 illustrates the collaborative learning-based resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled smart system. It presents a detailed description of how the various components of the F2C system resource help in building the collaborative learning-based resource management mechanism. In our architecture, cloud resources are responsible for making the initial $M_0$. After, the creation of $M_0$, it is being distributed among the various FML resources through the secure distributed database cluster. Once the model is shared, then it is further broadcasted to the FEL resources. After that, all the fog resources (FML and FEL resources) individually train the local copy of the global model in their Trainer component and locally test the accuracy level of the updated global model through the Predictor component. After a given time interval, all the local models are uploaded to upper layer resources for further aggregation in making of a new global model. Compositely these two components are known as Smart Cache. Based on the Predictor component’s output, the Task Scheduler component can manage the upcoming tasks for all of our computational resources (either cloud and fog resources). Eventually, that helps to allocate the tasks into the best-fitted system resources for the execution. Notably, the Information Collector is helping the computing resources to separate their private and public data. Interestingly, for all the computing resources this component is also helping to temporary store the separated data into their local database (the Local Buffer). Besides that, all fog resources are also responsible for sending and storing the captured sensing-data, which is generated by the Edge-IoT devices (sensors). With the help of the Aggregation Manager component, computing resources can aggregate the monotonous sensing-data and helping to store them to the distributed database for further analysis. Even the Aggregation Manager component is responsible for transporting the prediction model between the various layer of resources. Notably, by thoroughly observing Fig. 7.9 it can be easily noticeable that we use different colours of arrows for denoting the various communication purpose between the different architectural components. Importantly, the brief description of their purposes has been described in that figure.
7.3.2 Performance Evaluation: For Collaborative learning-based approach

7.3.2.1 Testbed set-up:

We have built a prototype of the F2C-enabled smart city paradigm in our research lab and considered it as our testbed. In a real scenario, a vast number of citizen and organizations can associate to the F2C-enabled smart city, with their networking (e.g., routers, switches) and computing devices. Even a large number of FAs can emerge to serve the F2C facilities over the whole network efficiently. Following that, we built two FAs in that prototype of the F2C-enabled smart city. We consider each of the FA belongs to two different organizations. Also, all the exclusive FAs have the FML resource and a few FEL resources. Besides that, each FA consists of a massive number of Edge-IoT devices (sensor nodes). These Edge-IoT devices are mainly generating a large amount of sensing-data by continuously capturing of various environmental events (e.g., temperature, humidity, air pollution, etc.). Importantly, this sensing-data is also essential for offering various services (e.g., fire emergency, traffic monitoring, etc.) in the smart city domain. Gravely, this sensing-data might not disclose any private information (e.g., resource statistical data) of devices, and it can be shareable over the network.

We have hosted cloud resources on a server with Intel Xeon family E5-2620 V4 series (clock speed @3GHz), 96GB RAM, 1TB Hard Drive, and running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux. All the FML resources are hosted in Raspberry Pi3 B+ models, running on Ubuntu 16.04LTS Linux and with Cortex A53 @ 1.4GHz processor, 1GB SD-RAM, and 64GB micro-SD card. Whereas, the FEL resources are mounted in Raspberry Pi Zero models, working with 1GHz single-core CPU, 512MB RAM and 8GB micro-SD storage. For storing the sensing-data and securely distributing it over the network, we have implemented a distributed database cluster over the FML and cloud resources. For that purpose, we are using the multi-datacenter, multi-node based containerized Apache Cassandra (Dockerized-Cassandra) cluster. To populate the real situation, we limit the bandwidth at the edge between 2-5 MBps, and the maximum connection speed between FML resources and the cloud layer resources is 11 MBps. A thorough observation of any smart city scenario shows that bandwidth utilization is one of the most critical issues to manage. Especially, limiting bandwidth poses a massive challenge for efficiently provide smart services in the smart city domain. Considering this fact, in our proposed schema, we tried to overcome this open issue. For that purpose, we performed some tests to measure the overall bandwidth utilization and data transmission time. To conduct these tests and measure the comparative performance between our proposed schema and centralized learning-based schema, we continuously generate some sensing-data packets for sending them to the distributed database cluster. Individually these data packets are almost 30kB in size and tagged with their generation timestamp. Measuring the packet transmitting time and overall bandwidth utilization implicitly helps to realize the load of the bandwidth. Notably, higher transmitting time and utilization represent the high bandwidth load, where lower utilization and transmitting time indicates the reduced bandwidth load. We use the Wireshark, an open-source network analyzer tool for measuring the bandwidth utilization of the whole system.

We have compared the accuracy of the ML technology in our proposed schema with respect to a centralized-learning schema. First, we run one simple image-classification app on every computational resource to generate our dataset. Observing the issues for managing the system resources in our test scenario, we decided to use the supervised ML technique for both cases with multivariate linear regression with Stochastic Gradient Descent for optimizing the loss function of prediction. Also, to successfully perform the ML technique, we take support from the Tensorflow framework.

7.3.2.2 Experimental results:

We perform two sets of different experimental and comparative study. In the first study, we perform the ML technique for predicting resource usage, considering CPU, Disk, RAM, and execution time for executing some tasks
in both cases. Fig. 7.10(a), 7.10(b), 7.10(c) depicted the comparison study between our proposed collaborative learning-based schema and the centralized learning-based prediction schema for predicting the resource usage to executing some tasks. Whereas, in Fig. 7.10(d) presents the comparison of task execution-time for both of the cases. In those figures, the purple line presents the performance of the newly envisioned schema, and the green line presents the performance of the centralized learning-based schema.

![Comparison Study between Collaborative vs Centralized learning: ((a)-(d)) Prediction efficiency](image)

**Figure 7.10**: Comparison Study between Collaborative vs Centralized learning: ((a)-(d)) Prediction efficiency

In our proposed schema, we are not sending the resource statistical data in the centralized location. Instead of that, every individual computing nodes are responsible for learning and building their local model with the help of their own data. Finally aggregating those local model helping to build an accurate and useful global model. Notably, the whole process is required a few rounds of communication, that is known as training iteration for building the global prediction model in our proposed schema. However, for the centralized learning-based schema, all the data needed to be transferred into the centralized location. Then, the prediction model is trained and tested to a centralized location. Primarily, the centralized model is built by iterating over a large number of distinct data, so it has a higher accuracy level. Thus, initially, the centralized learning-based schema is outperforming over our proposed schema. However, after a few training iterations (approx. 30-40), the error rate of the prediction model for our proposed schema becomes slightly lower than the centralized learning-based schema. The reason behind the improvement is that, rather than sending the continuous resource statistical data, we are locally processing those data to build the local model. After that, we are sharing the local parametric information (local model) to build the global model. Therefore, in our schema, the chances of losing the resource statistical data due to the bandwidth limitation, are reduced. On the other hand, in the centralized schema, we are continuously sending...
the resource statistical information. That creates an extra burden for the network and increase the chances of data loss. Hence, some data loss can create some negative impact to reduce the accuracy level of the prediction model. Therefore, it justified the improvement in accuracy level of our proposed schema.

As earlier mentioned, in this proposed schema, we are not sending the resource statistical data to the database cluster. Therefore, the overall bandwidth utilization for our proposed schema remains lower than the centralized schema. Fig. 7.11(a) shows that the overall bandwidth utilization in our proposed schema has been reduced to one-third of the centralized schema. Besides that, continuously sending resource statistical data to the database cluster creates an extra burden for the network channel. Especially in the limited bandwidth arena (the edge), it creates an extra delay for sending the other data (sensing-data). Fig. 7.11(b) presents the comparison of data transmission delay for our proposed schema and the centralized learning-based schema. In both cases, we have considered the distance between the data source and the centralized location is identical. In these two figures, the purple line presents the performance of our proposed schema, where the green line presents the performance of the centralized learning-based schema. The spikes in the purple line represent the increased bandwidth utilization and transmission delay for the process of preparing the new global model and distributing it over the network. In our proposed schema, the data transmission delay is almost reduced to half of the centralized schema. Combining these two figures (7.11(a) and 7.11(b)), we can see that in our proposed schema, the network load has been considerably reduced. And finally, we have estimated the data volume reduction by keeping the resource statistical data locally. In this case, each node in the federated learning system performs its local learning, so they do not need to send the monitoring data, but need to send some parametric data of the new learning. We have estimated that in our proposed schema, around ninety-five per cent (95%) of resource information-related data flow has been reduced with respect to the centralized schema.

Notably, by accomplishing these works, we are able to take the initial steps for designing an advanced and sophisticated Adaptive Resource Allocator Module module to build an adaptive resource management framework in the F2C-enabled smart system. Initially, considering the architecture (i.e., Fig. 7.2) of F2C-enabled smart system (e.g. smart city), we realized that there are two ways for performing the ML operations in this system. Firstly, the ML can be performed in a logically centralized location (i.e., Fig. 7.3). Whereas, in another way (i.e., Fig. 7.9), all the available computing nodes in the system can participate in the ML operations and collaboratively performs. In this section, we have already highlighted these two possibilities. Our evaluation tests justified the several advantages of our proposals. We have also found some challenging issues in both of our proposed solutions. For examples, in collaborative learning mechanism, ensuring the fairness of the prediction model is a bit tricky
and challenging job. Notably, in our proposed logically centralized learning mechanism, all the FML and Cloud resources are capable of performing the ML operations. Therefore, computation offloading and scheduling is an essential demand for balancing the work-load between various FML and Cloud resources. Solving these and many other open issues can constitute the foundation of future works.
Chapter 8: Conclusion & Future work

In this chapter, primarily, we summarized all of our contributions. Later on, we present all the remaining open issues, which are derived from the work developed in this thesis and based on those issues, we sketched potential future lines of work which might be considered by other researchers.

8.1 Conclusion

The unprecedented development of Internet of Things (IoT) is turning our society into the digital world and connecting every small and big thing of our surroundings, driving us into an intelligent world. Certainly, the demand for ubiquitous computing has been growing up to build a truly smart computing paradigm. Thus, many new computing concepts have been developed and emerged. The primary motivation of all these developments is to build smarter and intelligent computing platform for improving the quality of lives. Notably, one of the key characteristics of any smart computing platform or system is to efficiently offer latency-sensitive situation-aware services among its consumers. Considering, any large-scale smart system (e.g., smart city), it can be easily realizable that efficient offering those services is a pretty challenging job. Especially when a large number of diverse and heterogeneous devices are participating in the system. For solving this issue, a new coordinated and combined computing architecture has been proposed by Masip-Bruin et al. [10], which is known as Fog-to-Cloud (F2C). Significantly, F2C is in its infantile state; thus a proper resource utilization and handling is a necessary demand of this combined and coordinated computing architecture. Hence, considering this demand, in this dissertation, we performed several works for achieving our main objective to define and design the architectural framework, and it is corresponding architectural components (i.e., Categorization Module, Resource Sharing Module, Information Collector Module, Adaptive Resource Allocator Module) to manage the system resources adequately.

Considering the overall diversification of any F2C-enabled system, in this work, we proposed the taxonomic model of participating resources, as well as system-involved services and tasks. Later on, based on the resource taxonomic model, we designed the resource description models for organizing the system resources information, as well as it is helping us to understand the overall computation capacity of any F2C-enabled system easily. Hence, according to the proposed description models, in this dissertation work and mF2C project [20], we are collecting the resource information for creating the information pool. Notably, along with the resource information, the sensing-data generating a massive information pool in the F2C-enabled system. Typically, this information pool is playing a crucial role in the resource(s) allocation and task(s) execution process. Therefore, in this work, we designed and developed a secure, distributed database framework, which ensures, the secure distribution of the information pool over the network. Also, tasks execution in the F2C-enabled system is heavily related to the proper resource selection and allocation process. Adequate resource allocation can ensure the effective execution of the requested tasks and offer better services among the system’s consumers. Undoubtedly, on-demand resource allocation in any F2C-enabled system is a complex and challenging job. Especially to build a more intelligent system, it is essential to reduce the unnecessary resource consumption in the overall system, without degrading the overall performance of the system. Hence, considering all of these aspects, in this work, we have proposed and developed an architectural module (i.e., Adaptive Resource Allocator) for effectively addressing the resource allocation related issues. Importantly, in our proposal, Machine Learning (ML) technique is playing a pivotal role in priorly select the appropriate resource(s) for executing some task(s). Nonetheless, the ML technique can be implemented for the F2C-enabled system in two ways: centralized and distributed. Thus, in this thesis work, we have also proposed and developed two different architectural schemas for performing the ML-based resource allocation procedure in F2C-enabled system. Typically, in the first approach, the ML technique is performing over the cluster-based logically centralized location, where the information is securely distributed. Significantly, in our second approach, taking into account the data-privacy concerns and following the F2C-enabled system, we
adopted the collaborative ML technique for performing the resource allocation procedure in a distributed way. As a summary, the contributions of the dissertation are as follows:

1. **Design of adaptive resource management framework:** In this dissertation, primarily to address our main objective, by thoroughly investigating on several related works, we proposed the initial and the basic architectural structure of sophisticated and adaptive resource management mechanism in any F2C-enabled system. Our work is the initial footsteps for making the advanced solution of distributed resource management in any F2C-enabled system.

   **Outcome:**

2. **Characterization-based taxonomic model:** By addressing the characterization related issues, we proposed the taxonomic model of participating system resources as well as system-involved services and tasks.

   **Outcomes:**

3. **Taxonomy-based resource description model:** Later, considering the defined resource taxonomic model, we have designed the generalized and aggregated resource description model of F2C resources.

   **Outcome:**

4. **Build-up a secure and distributed information pool over the network:** Importantly, for making an efficient resource management mechanism is necessarily required the resource information pool. Also, for successfully offering various services (e.g., e-health service, traffic monitoring service, etc.) the system needs the captured sensing-data. Thus, following any F2C-enabled smart system, we understand that a massive amount of data is flowing all over the system. Necessarily, this data needs to be protected and effectively distributed over the system. So that, in requirement, the data can be processed fast and offer the services in a quick time. Considering that fact, we have already proposed and designed a secure distributed database management framework over the network for creating an information pool. Notably, with the help of our proposed distributed database framework in the F2C-enabled system, we can achieve approximately thirty-three per cent (33%) and forty-four per cent (44%) better bandwidth utilization, compared to the traditional cloud-based and fog/edge-based smart system, respectively. Also, with the help of our proposal in F2C-enabled system, we achieved three (3) times faster query response time compared to the tradition cloud-based system.
Outcomes:


5. Construction of adaptive resource allocation: The F2C is blooming to ensure better service facilities in any smart system by efficiently offering the latency-sensitive situation-aware services among the system’s consumers. Also, another vital characteristic of the F2C is to bring intelligence or smartness near to the verge of the network. Notably, bringing the smartness near to the edge and distributing it over the network, implicitly helps to utilize the F2C resources properly. Especially, prior forecasting of their resource usage (i.e., RAM usage, CPU usage, Power usage, Disk usage, Bandwidth usage, etc.) and performance (i.e., in terms of task execution time) helps to choose the appropriate F2C resources for executing some tasks and offer some services among the system consumers. Hence, Machine Learning (ML) is playing a crucial role in allocating F2C resources. Considering this fact, in this thesis, we have adopted the ML techniques for designing and adaptive and sophisticated resource allocation mechanism. Following the F2C computing architecture in the smart city scenario, we realized that there are two ways that the ML techniques can be implemented in any F2C-enabled smart system (e.g., smart city). Either the ML can be performed in the logically centralized location, or it can be performed in a distributed fashion. So, considering all these aspects, in this thesis, we have already proposed two different architectural solutions for implementing the ML techniques in any F2C-enabled smart system, to achieve the distributed resource management mechanism. In our first proposal, we design an architectural schema, where the ML technique is performing over the secure distributed database cluster. To simplify it, we called this as Cluster-based logically centralized approach for allocating the system resources. Notably, in our second proposal, we design such an architectural framework, where the ML technique can be performed in a distributed way. Taking into account the data-privacy concerns and following the F2C computing architecture, we realized the demand for implementing the collaborative ML technique in our considering system. Thus we also, design and develop another architectural schema, which is named as Collaborative learning-based approach for allocating the system resources. Importantly, implementing the collaborative ML technique ensures not only the data-privacy aspect but also it reduces the overall bandwidth consumption by one-third, and also reduces the data transmission delay by half, compared to the cluster-based logically centralized approach.

Outcomes:
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8.2 Future opportunities

In this section, we sketch remaining open challenges derived from the work developed in this dissertation and mark most of the potential future opportunities of work which might be considered by other researchers. For that purpose, we classified all the potential opportunities into a few categories. Next, in the section, by identifying those challenges, we tried to provide some guidelines for future works.

Opportunities to work on resource sharing related issues: Virtualization is one of the most significant and demanding features for many modern computing platforms (e.g., cloud computing). By virtualizing the system resources and infrastructure, many computing platforms offer higher service facilities among its subscribers. Notably, virtualization allows a single physical instance of a resource or an application to be shared among its subscribers, based on some certain partitioning policies [240], [241]. Importantly, following the F2C-enabled system and considering the massive diversity of the system resources, we realized that, in any F2C-enabled system, resource sharing is not an easy task.

In any F2C-enabled system, multiple devices from different participants (i.e., individuals or organizations) can join the system for offering their idle resources. Importantly, for enabling this facility in any F2C-enabled system, it is essential to have a proper global business model and specific policies for sharing the available idle resources in the system. Eventually, working on these issues can potentially lead to building a more advanced and sophisticated resource sharing mechanism in any F2C-enabled system.

Opportunities to work on policy related issues: In this thesis work, we have not given too much concern for defining the global policy model to build the resource management mechanism in F2C-enabled system. Notably, policies are playing a crucial role in service-oriented computing platform for efficiently utilizing the system resources [242], [243]. Policies have a considerable impact on defining resource sharing and partitioning [244]. Also, based on the enforced system policies, data can be distributed over the system as well as it can be accessed for further processing [245]. Even depending on the system policies, services and tasks can be prioritized and scheduled [246]. Also, policies have the greatest influence for setting the security and privacy functionalities of the systems [164]. Thus policies have a significant impact on resource utilization and management techniques. Therefore, it is essential to define a global policy module in the F2C system for efficiently managing the participating devices.

Opportunities to work on resource selection procedure: In our work, for selecting the appropriate F2C resources, first, we calculate the rank of them based on the matching score [185] and global cost model [225]. Notably, for calculating the rank of the F2C resources, we have adopted the TOPSIS methodology [226]. Then based on the calculated rank, we allocate the best-fitted F2C resources for executing some tasks. As our primary motivation was to define and build the overall architectural structure of the resource management mechanism in the F2C-enabled system; therefore, we have adopted those aforementioned techniques for allocating the F2C resources. Importantly, in the F2C-enabled system, various devices are participating by contributing their resources for executing some tasks and offer some services. Significantly, some individuals own some of the devices, and also some organizations own some of the other devices. Unfortunately, there is no such business model (or, cost model) available in the F2C system. Most importantly, F2C is a coordinated and combined computing platform which has been emerging by the integration of cloud, fog/edge, and IoT facilities. Therefore, we realized that a unified business model (or, cost model) is necessarily required.

Also, in this work for the allocation of F2C resources, we adopted the TOPSIS method. Typically, the traditional TOPSIS method has some flaws. Notably, the traditional TOPSIS method work in the finite set of alternatives and have several disadvantages: correlations between criteria, uncertainty in obtaining the ranks (weights) only
by objective methods or subjective methods and the possibility of alternative closed to the ideal point and nadir point concurrently [247]. Also, TOPSIS does not provide for rank (weight) elicitation, and consistency checking for judgments [248]. Significantly, in the real scenario, any F2C-enabled system is massively dynamic. Therefore, calculating the rank of F2C resources by TOPSIS methodology could be challenging. Thus, it is necessary to further investigating on this topic.

**Opportunities to work on forecasting mechanism:** In order to fulfil our objectives and build an adaptive resource utilization and management mechanism, we have adopted the ML techniques. Following the architecture of F2C-enabled system, we realized that in F2C, ML techniques could be performed in two ways: either in the logically centralized location or in the distributed locations. Therefore, we have given our focus on identifying the functional schema for both of these two ways. Significantly, data is the main ingredient for the ML techniques. By processing over the data, the prediction model can be trained to perform the forecasting. Therefore, preparing data is the essential operation, that needs to be performed to efficiently execute the ML techniques in the F2C-enabled system. Significantly, in the proposed distributed ML-based resource management mechanism, all the computing devices in the F2C system are participating in building their own prediction model by processing over their local data and with the help of global coordination. Notably, after building the local prediction models, all of the models are collected and aggregated in a centralized location for making the global prediction model. Importantly, processing over the tampered or corrupted data can lead to building some unfair local models. Typically aggregating the unfair local models can also build an unfair global model. Eventually, that creates a massive negative impact over the system and in-total it would degrade the performance of the system. Hence, tackling the prediction model’s fairness issue in the F2C-enabled system is an important and challenging job. However, in future, welling researchers can focus on to solve this issue for building more sophisticated, adequate, advanced and intelligent resource management mechanism in any F2C-enabled system.

Besides all of these issues, mobility is also a key concerning issue, that needs to be addressed. Most importantly, we consider that addressing the mobility of the devices is out of the scope of our work. However, in the real scenario, a massive number of mobile computational devices can participate in any F2C-enabled smart system (e.g. smart city). Efficiently utilizing them for executing some tasks and provide some services is a vital issue. Apart from that, many other open issues (i.e., security-related), that can be addressed in the future work for improving our proposed resource management architecture.
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